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Over the last decade, Wind Power has experienced tremendous growth all throughout the 

world, whether that be due to its lack of CO2 emissions or because of the falling costs that make 

renewable technologies competitive with conventional generation. This trend shows no signs of 

halting in the near future. As such, renewable energy penetration is expected to keep increasing 

and as a result of the intermittent nature of these technologies an increased strain will be placed 

on the global electrical system. This will cause an increase in the importance of the balancing and 

ancillary service markets. TSOs must procure these services to ensure the continued operation of 

the system and will incur a cost doing so. These costs are recovered through the imbalance 

settlement mechanism, where deviating producers must pay for the imbalance they cause. Given 

the uncertainty of wind production, this Thesis focuses on a comparative analysis of several 

mechanisms that can be used as a way of reducing the associated imbalance cost. The mechanisms 

studied in this work are: the provision of balancing services, the participation in the intraday 

market and the application of electricity storage systems. This analysis was carried out for some 

European markets, namely France, Poland and the UK, and the mentioned mechanisms were 

compared as a way of understanding which strategy is preferable for the mitigation of the 

imbalance cost. The elements that compose a country’s balancing service regulation that are more 

favourable for the integration of renewable energy generation are also determined. Based on the 

results of the analysis, it was concluded that the participation in the intraday market is still the 

preferred option in all three countries. However, the other two mechanisms are also viable and, 

as regulation is updated and technology advances, they might become competitive alternatives. 
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Na última década, a Energia Eólica experimentou um crescimento elevado em todo o mundo, 

seja isto devido ao facto de não emitir CO2 ou devido à redução dos custos que tornaram as 

tecnologias renováveis competitivas com as tecnologias de produção convencional. Esta 

tendência não mostra sinais de interrupção num futuro próximo. Como tal, espera-se que a 

penetração de energia renovável continue a aumentar e, como resultado da natureza intermitente 

destas tecnologias, causará um maior impacto para o sistema elétrico global. Isto levará a um 

aumento da importância dos mercados de ajustes e de serviços de sistema. Os TSO procedem à 

contratação destes serviços para garantir o continuado funcionamento do sistema elétrico 

incorrendo num custo ao realizar esta contratação. Estes custos são recuperados através do 

mecanismo de liquidação de desvios, em que os produtores que se desviam devem pagar o 

desequilíbrio que causam. Devido à natureza incerta da produção eólica, esta Tese realiza uma 

análise comparativa de vários mecanismos que podem ser usados como forma de reduzir este 

custo de desvio. Os mecanismos estudados são: o fornecimento de serviços de ajuste, a 

participação no mercado intradiário e a utilização de sistemas de armazenamento de energia 

elétrica. Esta análise foi realizada para vários mercados Europeus, nomeadamente França, Reino 

Unido e Polónia e, em seguida, os mecanismos mencionados foram comparados de forma a 

compreender qual seria preferencial para a mitigação do custo de desvio. Os elementos da 

regulação destes mercados que são mais favoráveis à integração das energias renováveis foram 

igualmente identificados. Tendo em conta os resultados da análise, foi possível concluir que a 

participação no Mercado intradiário continua a ser a opção preferencial para os três países. 

Contudo, os outros mecanismos estudados também são viáveis e, á medida que a regulação é 

atualizada e a tecnologia avança, poderão vir a ser alternativas competitivas.  

 

Palavras Chave: Serviços de Ajustes, Redução dos custos de desvio, Energia Eólica, 

Mercados de eletricidade, Regulação Europeia 
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1.1. Objectives and scope 

The elaboration of this Thesis comes at the request of the Energy Management Department 

of EDP Renováveis, and its theme is the “Renewable Integration in Balancing and Ancillary 

Services Market in the EU Markets”. It falls into the scope of the Dissertation Thesis curricular 

unit of the Integrated Master in Electrical and Computer Engineering. 

The main objective can then be defined as the analysis of several approaches that can be 

adopted to mitigate the imbalance cost incurred by a Wind Generation Portfolio in three countries 

(France, Poland and the United Kingdom). A secondary objective is the determination of which 

structural elements in the balancing and ancillary service markets that lead to easier and better 

integration of Wind Production. To achieve both objectives, a qualitative analysis on the 

balancing and ancillary service market regulation was performed for several European countries. 

The results of which served as the basis for the formulation of the strategies employed in the 

analysis of the reduction of the imbalance cost. The following sub-objectives were defined: 

• Analysis of the current regulation relating to renewable energy production for several 

European Countries. 

• Study the working principles of European energy markets. 

• Analysis of the balancing and ancillary service regulation for these same countries. 

• Qualitative analysis of the integration of Wind generation in these same markets. 

• Formulation of imbalance mitigation strategies. 

• Analysis of the application of these strategies for the three aforementioned countries for 

the year of 2018.  

• Comparative analysis between each strategy for each country.  

• Final comparative analysis between each country. 
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1.2. Motivation  

In the past few years Wind Power has represented a considerable part of the European energy 

mix. This has been driven by the directives set by the European Parliament where a certain quota 

for the share of renewable energy production has been set for every member state.  The 

implemented support schemes have also lead to considerable amounts of investments made in this 

production technology. Currently Wind Power accounts for 18,8% of the total installed capacity 

in the EU, having covered 14% of the EU’s electricity demand for the year of 2018. 

Due to the intermittent nature of this type of generation, it incurs a considerable cost on the 

system in order to guarantee its continued operation. As the share of renewables keeps growing, 

it seems necessary to develop strategies that reduce this cost, in order to ensure the continued 

investment in Wind Power in particular, and in other intermittent renewable technologies such as 

solar. Furthermore, the technological advancements that have occurred in recent years have led 

to more stable and efficient wind generators that possess more advanced control capabilities 

together with the development of promising technologies like energy storage. All of this, 

compounded with the fact that the regulation in most countries has been updated to ease the 

integration of these technologies, has led to new possibilities when it comes to the development 

of these strategies from both the perspective of the producer as well as from the perspective of 

the regulator. It is under this set of circumstances that this Thesis was developed.   
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1.3. Structure 

The present document is organized in 6 chapters. In the present chapter, the main objectives 

along with the motivation and the structure of the work are presented. 

In the second chapter, Wind Power Generation in Europe, the historical evolution of this 

technology is analysed as well as its current state and expected short term development. The 

present regulatory environment is also described, with special attention given to the support 

schemes applicable to Wind Producers. 

In the third chapter, Electricity Markets, the general working principles of these markets are 

detailed as well as its participating agents. The scheduling process is also described. Finally, the 

structure of the markets of several European countries is also characterised. 

In the fourth chapter, Balancing and Ancillary Services Markets, an overview of the structure 

of the ancillary services and balancing markets is given in general terms and in the specific case 

of the countries this Thesis focuses on. The participation of Wind Power in these mechanisms is 

also analysed from both the perspective of the party that solves the imbalances as well as from 

the perspective of the party causing the imbalances.   

In the fifth chapter, Imbalance Cost Mitigation, the general methodology used for the analysis 

is described in detail, followed by a characterisation of each of the tested strategies. Finally, the 

results obtained through the analysis are presented, for the year of 2018. This analysis starts with 

a performance comparison between the strategies applied within each country, and a final 

comparative analysis between all three studied countries. 

In the sixth chapter, Conclusions, the main conclusions suggested by the developed analysis 

are presented, along with future research suggestions. 
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This chapter provides a brief overview of the evolution of Wind Power Generation in Europe 

as well as a description of its current state. The present regulatory environment and different 

support schemes for RESs are also enumerated and a brief explanation is given for each one. 

2.1. Recent Evolution 

Over the past decade, Wind Power in the European Union has experienced tremendous 

growth, its installed capacity rising from 64.7 GW in 2008 to 178.8 GW in 2018, which 

corresponds to a 276% increase, surpassing every other technology in installed capacity other 

than natural gas installations. This surpass is expected to occur in 2019 [1] as suggested by the 

graph in Figure 2.1.  

 

Figure 2.1 - Source: WindEurope, Total power generation capacity in the European Union 2008-

2018. 

Chapter 2 -  Wind Power Generation in 

Europe 
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For the same period the gross annual installation for both offshore and onshore wind in the 

European Union can be seen in the graph of Figure 2.2. A considerable increase can be observed 

up to 2017, a record breaking year for both onshore and offshore projects. However, new 

installations fell from 17.1 GW in 2017 to 11.7 GW in 2018, a 32% decrease.  This can be 

explained by the recent regulatory changes under the “Clean energy for All Europeans” legislative 

package of November 2016 [2]. This change led to the introduction of auction mechanisms as the 

new support scheme for RES in many member states (such as Germany and Spain), as these 

auction processes need to be tailored to each specific member country to ensure cost-effectiveness 

and competitiveness, it resulted in a slowdown. 

 

Figure 2.2 - Source: WindEurope, Gross annual onshore and offshore wind installations in Europe 

2008-2018. 

Nevertheless, the effects of the improvements made in the design of these tendering processes 

can already be observed. In 2018 16.7 GW worth of projects reached Final Investment Decision, 

compared to 11.5 GW in 2017 and 10.3 GW in 2016. 

The considerable growth of wind energy over the past decade can be attributed to a 

combination of factors, chief among them being the European directive on the promotion of the 

use of energy from renewable sources (Directive 2009/28/EC) originally issued in April 2009, 

having been revised multiple times with the last revision having been made in December 2018 

(Directive (EU) 2018/2001). This directive sets targets for the proportion of RES generation 

required for each EU member state for 2020 (ranging from 10%-49%, 20% overall) and an 

European goal of 32% for 2030 [2].  

Other factors include the falling costs of both onshore and offshore wind generation due to 

improvements in technology, standardization and economies of scale, increased turbine 
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efficiency, increased power capacity per unit, among others. This has made onshore wind 

currently competitive with conventional thermal power plants, and the cost of  offshore wind is 

expected to decrease to a similarly competitive level by 2035 [3].  

The graph in Figure 2.3 shows the comparison between the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) 

for different production technologies, this is the net present value of the unit-cost of electrical 

energy over a lifetime of generation. It includes an estimation for all the costs over its lifetime, 

the initial investment, operations and management costs, costs of fuel and cost of capital. This 

measure can be seen as minimum price at which the electricity must be sold so as to break even 

over the project’s lifetime. It also must be mentioned that these numbers do not take into account 

the fact that investments in renewable energy are usually subsidized, leading to even lower costs.  

 

Figure 2.3 - Source: Fraunhofer ISE, LCOE of renewable energy technologies and conventional 

power plants at locations in Germany in 2018. 

This report places the LCOE for onshore wind and offshore wind between 39.9-82.3 €/MWh 

and 74.9-137.9 €/MWh respectively. As for conventional power plants, brown coal costs are 

placed between 45.9-79.8 €/MWh, hard coal costs between 62.7-98.6 €/MWh and combined cycle 

gas turbine (CCGT) costs are placed between 77.8-99.6 €/MWh [3]. 
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The financial advisory and asset management firm, Lazard, has made a series of reports 

analysing the cost and revenue of different energy production technologies, their most recent 

report (November 2018), places these costs at values between 29-56 $/MWh for Onshore Wind, 

for Offshore Wind the estimated midpoint is given at 92 $/MWh, 60-143 $/MWh for hard coal 

and between 41-74 $/MWh for CCGT power plants [4].  

Considering the findings from both these reports, the push from policy makers towards the 

implementation of renewable technologies and the general public’s growing environmental 

awareness, we can surmise that the installed capacity for both Onshore and Offshore Wind will 

continue to grow in the next years.  

2.2. Current Regulatory Climate 

Wind energy, as any Renewable Energy System, has always been subjected to a number of 

regulatory particularities, whether those be legal or technical, due in part to their intermittent 

nature and their considerable initial investment when compared to conventional energy sources. 

As mentioned above there has also been a strong push for the growth of these technologies by the 

EU through their Renewable Energy Directives.  

As Energy markets alone were not able to deliver the required amounts of renewable energy 

penetration, support schemes were set up nationally to increase investment and development of 

these technologies. Most of the initially created support schemes corresponded to Feed-in Tariffs 

(FIT), these schemes achieved their goal by greatly increasing renewable penetration and 

decreasing costs but didn’t correctly account for the rate at which these costs would drop. This 

resulted in an over-subsidization of these projects which in turn led to high consumer electricity 

prices and misguided investments in some countries. Renewable energy projects guaranteed a 

high level of return on investments and thus the balance of a country’s generation mix was not 

always the priority. 

For these reasons the most recent EU energy directive amendments/revisions recommends 

more market driven renewable promotion mechanisms to ensure continued development and 

competition to drive down prices and costs for consumers. These support schemes are: 

auctions/tenders, feed-in premiums, contracts for difference, quota system and tradeable green 

certificates. A brief description of the previously mentioned support schemes is given below [5] 

[6], [7], [8]: 

• Feed-in tariffs (FIT): This support scheme works by offering a long term contract 

(typically 15-25 years), based on the cost of generation for each technology and priority 

dispatch or on the investment and operation cost of a so called reference technology that 
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should be replaced by new renewable investments. Several types of FITs exist, including 

ones with a fixed rate for the whole duration of the contract, ones with inflation adjusted 

rates and a front end loaded model where a higher rate is offered at first and after a set 

period rates drop, this reflects the considerably higher initial costs of a renewable 

installation project. 

• Feed-in Premium (FIP): Sometimes considered a type of FIT [5] they are distinguished 

from regular FITs by the fact that they expose producers to market risk and price 

fluctuation while also guaranteeing sufficient remuneration. The premium price model 

sets a constant fixed bonus paid for every unit of produced energy in addition to the 

income from selling the production in the electricity market. The spot market gap model 

or sliding FIP, correspond to a scheme in which the premium is defined as the difference 

between the spot market price and the target price set during the creation of the contract. 

As the market price increases, the premium decreases, if the market price exceeds the set 

target, then no premium is payed.  

• Contract for Differences (CfD): Similar to the spot market gap model, but, in the case 

where the market price exceeds the target price, producers are required to pay back the 

difference. 

• Auctions/Tenders: The governing bodies invite renewable generators to compete for a 

certain financial budget or generation capacity, these can be technology neutral or 

specific. Considering technical conditions as well as financial ones (lowest price per 

kWh), the most adequate bid is then selected as the winner. The winner may receive a 

long-term Power Purchase Agreement with the state, or these schemes might be used to 

determine the levels of support for FITs, FIPs or CFDs. 

• Quota systems with Tradeable Green Certificates (GC): Green certificates are issued at 

different rates per each unit of power produced. Certain quotas of required renewable 

energy consumption are set, GCs are then traded in a specific market in order to meet 

these requirements. The price is then set by market equilibrium between supply and 

demand. In addition to the income from the sale of energy on the spot markets, RESs 

receive additional support from the sale of GCs. 

Secondary support instruments also exist, these are: 

• Investment Subsidies: These subsidies can be granted at the start of the project and 

are normally used to stimulate the development of fledgling technologies.   

• Soft Loans: These are loans provided by the government and have more favourable 

conditions when compared to market alternatives. In this way they can reduce the 

cost of capital and the risk for the project. 
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• Fiscal Incentives: things like tax exemptions, lower VAT rates, tax refunds can be 

provided to renewable energy generators. These support schemes are highly flexible 

and can be tailored to a specific type of generation in order to boost its development. 

Support for wind energy is usually given by a combination of several of these techniques, as 

this text focuses on several European countries, their current case will be described while 

mentioning previous schemes as a way to display the effects of the regulatory changes and how 

most countries transitioned to more competitive and market-oriented support schemes. It is worth 

mentioning that while competition is necessary to drive down costs and improve efficiency it can 

also cause small producers to be forced out of the market. For this reason, many countries still 

keep more traditional backing for these small-scale projects. 

2.3. Renewable generation in some EU countries 

Portugal 

In Portugal, wind energy plants registered up until 7 November 2012 are supported through a 

FIT scheme up until the end of their contract (74 €/MWh in 2018), whether that be for 15 years 

or until 33 GWh of energy have been generated, defined in the Decreto-Lei nº 33-A/2005 [9] and 

DL nº225/2007 [10] respectively. On this date, DL 215-B/2012 [11] came into force and two 

possibilities for remuneration became available, through general regimes (for example, through 

the sale of electricity on the Mercado Iberico de Electricidade (MIBEL) or through a guaranteed 

remuneration system set up through public tenders. Even though this scheme has been defined in 

law, the rules for these auctions have never been published and no auction has ever been launched. 

It should be noted that small producers1 are supported through a different scheme, it is a bidding 

model in which producers offer discounts to a reference tariff, for example the sale of electricity 

at 80% of this reference value. There are plans for a solar power tender in June 2019, there will 

be a separate tender for both utility scale and small-scale producers. 

Spain 

In Spain, up until 26 December 2013, when the Ley 24/2013 del sector eléctrico came into 

force [12], renewable energy was supported by two different schemes. One of them being a 

regulated FIT, different for each type of generation technology and for the year the installation 

started producing electricity. The other one being a FIP, that changed in relation to the day-ahead 

market (DAM) price, being 0 over a set maximum value of the DAM price and increasing in value 

up until a minimum limit for the DAM price where it would reach its maximum value, 

                                                      
1 Small Production Units (UPP) can have a capacity of up to 250 kW. 
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guaranteeing some level of income even if the price were to fall. In the 10th of June of 2014 the 

Real Decreto 413/2014 was approved, the FIT scheme was halted and the specific compensation 

regime (“Régimen Retributivo Especifico”) was implemented. Under this system producers sold 

energy directly on the market and were entitled to two additional sources of income. These were 

the “retribución de la inversion” a premium that would reflect the amount of the initial investment 

that could not be recovered by the sale of energy on the spot market (mainly for Solar PV and 

Wind) and the “retribución a la operación” that reflected the operational cost that could not be 

covered by the sale of electricity in the market (mainly for biomass) [13]. Finally, a support 

scheme where FIPs (spot market gap model) are defined through a call for tenders, regulated in 

Orden ETU/315/2017 was put into action [14]. In the two last rounds of tenders (May and June 

2017) this premium value was bid down to 0, although there was a set floor for a guaranteed 

remuneration between of between 29-39 €/MWh. 

France 

In France, the generation of electricity from renewable sources was supported through a FIT 

scheme up until the Loi nª 2015-992 came into force the 17th January of 2015. Due to this change 

in regulation, FITs will be phased out in favour of a Contract for Differences scheme for new 

large scale installations so as to expose renewable producers to market risk [15]. Small 

installations and developing technologies are still eligible for support through FIT. This CfD can 

be awarded in two ways, whether that be through guaranteed contracts (“guichet ouvert”) or 

through a tendering process (“appel d’offres”). The first option is available for wind farms with 

a maximum power of 3MW per generator and a maximum of 6 generators for a total of 18MW. 

The state may call for bigger projects so it can meet the goals set in its multi annual investment 

plan, these are regulated in Articles L311-10 and L311-11 [15]. The strike price is then defined 

through an auction process.  

There are also two secondary support mechanisms in France, investments in renewable energy 

plants grant natural persons eligibility for tax income credits up to 2018 and the purchase of 

commodities that are related to investments in renewable technology projects constructed more 

than two years prior are subjected to a reduced VAT rate. 

The current values for the active support schemes in France are given in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 - Current active support schemes in France for Wind Power. 

 

It should be noted that the tariffs for offshore wind and the CFDs for onshore are different for 

each installation, the values in Table 2.1 correspond to weighted averages. No current Offshore 

Wind farm in France is under the CFD scheme, this will change with upcoming tenders. 

Poland  

In Poland, the support of RES was accomplished through a quota system with tradeable green 

certificates for plants that started production before the 1st of June of 2016 when the renewable 

energy sources act (“Ustawa o odnawialnych źródłach energii”) was amended [16]. For each 1 

MWh of generated electricity a Green Certificate is issued. The energy law requires certain 

entities, such as industrial consumers, conventional energy producers, energy distributers among 

others, to purchase a certain amount of GCs or pay a substitution fee, failure to comply with either 

of these results in a penalty. GCs are traded either through bilateral contracts or in a centralized 

market. This market has two sessions, every Tuesday and Thursday, and these sessions include 

an auction and the possibility for continuous trading after the auction. This system was swapped 

for an auction based one in order to better harmonize the Polish support system with the European 

guidelines. Tenders are carried out jointly for both wind and solar energy (RES-Act, Art. 77.5.16, 

17, 21-22), the winners of the tenders are awarded a FIP contract for 15 years but no longer than 

the end of 2035 (RES-Act, Art. 40.1b) [16]. This FIP follows the spot market gap model, just like 

in Spain. These auctions are pay-as-bid, in other words, every winner is remunerated for each unit 

of energy produced at the price of their bid.  

Several secondary schemes are also in place, these are a tax incentive, loans and subsidies. In 

Poland an excise tax is levied on the sale of electricity and on its consumption (Art. 9 Excise Tax 

Act), electricity produced from renewable sources is exempt from this tax (Art. 30 par. 1 Excise 

Tax Act). Low interest loans and subsidies are granted by the National Fund for Environmental 

Protection and Water Management (NFOŚiGW). 
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Table 2.2 - Current active support schemes in Poland for Wind Power. 

 

 

The GC prices given in Table 2.2 correspond to the yearly average for 2018, and the premium 

values are the lowest and highest bid from the November 2018 auction. Considering the exchange 

rate from 21st of May of 2019, the values correspond to 24,11 €/MWh and 36,65-50,4 €/MWh for 

the GC and the FIP respectively. 

United Kingdom 

In the UK, the 31st of March of 2017 marked the end of the Renewable Obligation Certificates 

(ROC) scheme for new generation, a quota system with tradeable green certificates which works 

similarly to its Polish counterpart. OFGEM, the UK’s energy regulator, sets the obligation level 

(ROC quota) for energy suppliers and issues certificates for every unit of energy produced by 

eligible generators. In contrast to the Polish system, different ROC generation rates are given to 

different technologies, onshore wind receives less certificates per MWh produced than an 

offshore wind generator. Ever since October 2014, when the first CfD allocation round began, 

this has been the preferred option for new large installations [17]. In the specific case of the UK 

the contracts are between the generator and the Low Carbon Contracts Company wholly owned 

by the UK government. Two allocation rounds have been opened where the CfD strike price and 

capacity are determined through a competitive auction process. The third allocation Round is 

expected to take place in May of 2019 [18]. Small producers (up to 5 MW) were supported 

through a FIT scheme that began the 1st of November 2012, this scheme is expected to cease in 

2019 (The Feed-in Tariffs Order 2012) [19].  

In Table 2.3 the current active support schemes for Wind Power are displayed. It should be 

noted that the ROC prices given are the result of the last auction in 2018. The values given for the 

onshore strike price is the weighted average of the results of the 2015 auction and the offshore 

strike price is the weighted average of the results of the 2017 auction. The offshore strike price is 

lower than the onshore strike price because of the latter date of the offshore auction, no new 

onshore auctions have happened since 2015. The strike prices are in 2012 prices as this is how 

the results are presented. 
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Table 2.3 - Current active support schemes in the UK for Wind Power. 

 

 

Having analysed the current regulatory provisions for each of these countries, the effects of 

the change in the EU renewable State Aid Guidelines are apparent, support schemes have 

transitioned from the more traditional types such as FITs, into more competitive and more risk 

exposed mechanisms such as tender based schemes. These changes reflect the evolution of the 

generation technologies, from minimal amounts of installed capacity with a considerable cost that 

required large investments and a high level of support to grow, to a staple of the European 

generation mix that with minimal or even no support is able to compete with conventional 

generation technologies.  
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3.1. The move towards restructuring 

Up until the late 20th century, European countries generally had their electricity sector as 

vertically integrated monopolies, in other words the whole value chain from production up until 

the sale of energy to the end user was owned by a single company. Such was the case of Portugal, 

this monopoly lasted from 1975 with the creation of EDP up until 1994 with the creation of the 

Transmission System Operator (TSO) REN who took on the EDP’s responsibilities relating to the 

operation and management of the national energy transmission grid as well as the monitoring of 

the entire power system [20].  

Similar situations occurred all throughout Europe and in every facet of the electricity sector, 

this led to the liberalization or deregulation of the power system in several countries. This is 

especially prevalent in EU member states as in 19 December 1996 the Directive 96/92/EC came 

into force, in which the common rules for the internal European market of electricity were set. 

According to this legislative act every country must open its electricity market. This entails the 

separation of the activities of transmission, distribution and production of energy in different 

companies. As the liberalization of transmission and distribution would require the construction  

of parallel grids and this was not economically nor environmentally viable, each one of these two 

functions is  typically performed by separate companies that usually own and handle the operation 

and maintenance of these grids and that provide the grid services under a regulated monopoly 

scheme [20]. 

The implementation of deregulated markets by the EU had two main goals, in the first place 

this change allows competition between market agents and in this way the price of electricity is 

determined by supply and demand, this in turn drives down the costs of electricity. In the second 

place this also encourages the transfer of electricity with other countries and increases system 

wide stability.   

Chapter 3 -  Electricity Markets 
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3.2. General definitions and working principles 

As the size of the electricity system and the generation mix differ between countries so does 

the organization and structure of their markets. However, there are common rules and working 

principles shared by most EU Member States, these are explored in this section.  

3.2.1.  Market Agents 

A market agent is any and all natural or legal person that intervenes in the economic activities 

that take place in the marketplace, whether that be offering or purchasing electricity, these are: 

Producers: These have the function of generating electricity as well as of the construction, 

maintenance and operation of their Power Plants. Producers may also provide other services 

related to the generation of electricity, such as the provision of ancillary services. 

Transmission System Operator (TSO): The operator of the national transmission electricity 

network, typically also the owner of the grid. This entity is responsible for the transmission of 

electricity along with the construction, maintenance and operation of the grid. The TSO also has 

the function of maintaining the balance between generation and consumption, regulating system 

frequency and managing congestion along the system branches. It must also settle the imbalances 

between the scheduled production, consumption and the actual metered values. Lastly, the 

calculation of imbalance pricing, costs and incomes between agents is also done by the TSO. 

Distribution System Operator (DSO): The operator of the distribution electricity networks, 

typically also the owner of the grid. It is responsible for the distribution of electricity connecting 

the transmission grid with the end consumers along with the construction, maintenance and 

operation of the grid. It can correspond to a national entity having the responsibility of the entire 

distribution network all along a country, or the area of a country can be split in several sub areas 

each one being under the responsibility of a specific DSO. However, even if different DSO’s exist 

in the same country, there is no competition on this activity since in each geographic area there is 

a single DSO, in other words, this is an activity provided under a regulated monopoly basis. 

Suppliers or Traders: These agents are those that purchase electricity from producers and 

sell it to the consumers or other market agents. Typically, they don’t own generation facilities and 

are also separated from grid providers. Just after the restructuring process started, trading or 

retailing was not yet separated from distribution. As the restructuring process developed, 

distribution network activities separated from retailing therefore introducing a new competitive 

activity in the industry. 

Market Operator (MO): Responsible for operating the platform used by the other agents for 

the trade of electricity, used mainly in Spot Markets. 
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Balance Responsible Party (BRP): it corresponds to a market participant or its chosen 

representative responsible for its imbalances. In other words, this agent is responsible for the 

settlement of the imbalance if any of its related agents fails to meet the scheduled production. 

This settlement happens between the BRP and the TSO. 

3.2.2. Scheduling 

The scheduling process is carried out in advance taking into account a consumption forecast 

for the following day, it must also include all the energy trading that has already taken place. 

Energy markets cover wide time horizons, from several years ahead of delivery in the forwards 

market, up until minutes ahead of delivery in the intraday markets. Balancing markets usually 

take place in real time and ancillary service markets can occupy all of the previously mentioned 

time horizons. A representation of the time scale of energy trading can be seen in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 - Time scale for different energy trading mechanisms. 

3.2.2.1. Before the day of delivery 

Both the forward and day-ahead trading must be included up until this point. The forwards 

market enables market players to reduce risk exposure by the reduced volatility of futures when 

compared to short term market prices. The products traded in these markets can be both physical, 

for example a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA), or financial, for example a Long Form 

Confirmation (LFC). Futures can be traded bilaterally, through brokers, or in centralized market 

platforms.  

Bilateral contracts are agreements for the sale and purchase of electricity between a producer 

and a consumer, these can be both financial or physical. In the physical contracts several 

conditions are specified, such as the price per unit of generated electricity, the amount of 

generated electricity required, the point of injection on the grid among others. These contracts 
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affect the way the system must be operated and as such, the TSO must be informed of every 

physical contract to ensure the correct scheduling of the generation. 

Day-Ahead Market 

The day ahead market (DAM) is organised during each day before the operation/delivery day, 

here every market participant can purchase or sell the electricity he has not already traded 

bilaterally, typically using an auction process. Buying or selling bids are submitted to the 

centralized market platform, managed by the Market Operator, by each agent, these offers must 

include the quantity as well as the associated price. The Market Operator must then determine 

both the market price and quantity for each trade period of the following day. This is done by 

sorting the offers and organizing them, constructing the aggregate supply and demand curves. 

Sale bids are sorted in ascending order of the associated price while purchase bids are sorted in 

descending order of their price. The intersection between both curves corresponds to the market 

price and clearing quantity for any given trade period of the following day, this means that every 

transaction is realised at this price, even if the accepted bids were made at different prices from 

the final clearing price. All of the buying bids of which price is higher than the market price are 

selected conversely, all of the selling bids of which the price is lower than the market price are 

selected [8]. An example Figure 3.2 represents the aggregated selling and buying curves obtained 

by the Iberian Market Operator for hour 10 of the 22nd of May of 2019. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 - Source: OMIE, Determination of the clearing market price and quantity for 10 of the 

22nd of May of 2019. 

The bids mentioned above correspond to simple bids, in which no information is included that 

might connected one trading period to its previous and posterior periods. In fact, in several 

markets, as it is the case the Iberian Market, generator can submit complex bids as a way to 

include more information namely some of them reflecting technical operation aspects. These 

complex bids include the possibility of organizing the bid in blocks, the declaration of 

indivisibility of the first block, the minimum revenue condition and the up and down ramps. As a 
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result, in practice, the hourly scheduled along a day are not independent and in fact a more 

complex market clearing algorithm should be adopted to solve the integrated daily problem. 

Following the application of the EU Commission Regulation (EU 2015/1222) on the 24th of 

July of 2015 most countries in Europe, and all of the ones this paper focuses on, use the same 

algorithm, Euphemia, for determining the market clearing price and quantity. 

After both these trading mechanisms are closed, production can now be scheduled for each of 

the trade periods of the following day. The Market Operator sends these plans to the involved 

TSOs who then ensure the technical viability of the schedule and make adjustments if necessary. 

When this process is finalized, both the scheduled production and the forecasted consumption 

should match. However, forecasts are not perfect, these imbalances need to be corrected through 

the adjustment of the schedule typically on periods closer to the operation.  

Table 3.1 provides a brief overview of the main characteristics of the day ahead market that 

exists in the countries targeted by this work. It should be noted that Portugal and Spain share the 

same day-ahead spot market and Market Operator, all times are given in CET and that the asterisk 

(*) denotes a preliminary result publication time. 

 

Table 3.1 - Characteristics of the different Day-ahead markets this Thesis focuses on. 

 

3.2.2.2. Before and during day of delivery 

As we get closer to real time, the imbalance caused by the difference between the forecast and 

real production/consumption starts becoming more apparent, as such the schedule needs to be 

updated or adjusted. This can be done through changes to existing bilateral agreements (or 

creation of new ones), in later day-ahead sessions (Poland for example), in the intraday market 

and finally on the balancing market. 
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Intraday market 

The intraday market (IDM) allows market participants to make adjustments to the position 

they have previously set, through numerous sessions occurring a few hours after the closure of 

the day-ahead market up until the day of delivery, or through continuous trading sessions. More 

up to date forecasts can be used and this results in smaller imbalances. The participation in these 

sessions while not compulsory is an important tool to consider when trying to minimise the costs 

incurred by the difference between scheduled production and the metered values for renewable 

energy producers. If for some reason a generator was unable to participate in the DAM but is able 

to participate in the IDM this will allow the producer to allocate generation for the trade periods 

he desires. As a way of correcting their position, generators are able to purchase electricity and 

suppliers are allowed to sell it. 

Spot market IDMs work identically to their day ahead counterpart with market participants 

submitting buying and selling bids with a desired quantity as well as an associated price for a 

corresponding trade period. Bids can similarly be simple or complex presenting the same set of 

particularities as previously mentioned. Likewise, the market clearing quantity and price are both 

determined in the same way as in the DAM.  

Continuous intraday markets work on the principle of “first come first served”, offers can be 

made up until a certain lead time limit before delivery, this makes these markets a pay-as-bid 

process as opposed to the marginal process inherent to the DAM. If a buyer and a seller conclude 

a transaction, the price is set only for that individual transaction and multiple transactions can 

occur for the same trade period at different prices as long as there is enough market liquidity.  

Portugal and Spain 

Table 3.2 details the different intraday market sessions available in the MIBEL, these are 

operated by OMIE. 

Table 3.2 - Characteristics of the OMIE intraday market. 
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Other than these sessions, there is also a continuous intraday market integrated within the 

XBID platform. This is a cross border intraday market that permits trades between several 

European countries by integrating the interconnection capacity in an IT system common to all 

countries. It currently includes various market operators: OMIE, EPEX, GME and Nordpool.  

France 

The intraday market in France is a continuous market operated by EPEX, starting at 15:00 of 

the previous day every hour of the following day can be traded. This trading goes up until 5 

minutes before delivery. Transactions can be carried out in hourly or half hourly blocks. It is 

integrated in the XBID platform.   

Poland 

In Poland there are 2 continuous intraday market sessions, one takes place following the 

closure of the DAM and the other takes place on the morning of the day of delivery, these are 

operated by TGE. During both of these sessions trades are made continually up until gate closure. 

Details are presented in table 3.3. 

  

Table 3.3 - Characteristics of the Polish intraday market.  

 

UK 

In the UK both intraday auctions and an intraday continuous system are available, the auctions 

are indicated in Table 3.4 
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Table 3.4 - Characteristics of the intraday UK market auctions. 

 

As for the continuous market in the UK it is also operated by EPEX, starting at 15:00 of the 

previous day every hour of the following day can be traded. This trading goes up until 15 minutes 

before delivery. Transactions can be carried out in hourly, half hourly, two-hour or four-hour 

blocks.   

Gate Closure 

“Gate Closure” refers to the point in time when no further changes can be made to the 

production schedule of producers. This happens after all the bilateral contracts, day-ahead trading 

and intraday trading have been concluded. The final production schedule is now determined, 

every producer has its final physical notification set and must inform the TSO of its position. Any 

changes to the production and/or consumption levels of the participating units are now under 

control of the TSO and this entity may alter these to ensure the correct operation of the system, 

that is, if for technical reasons some change is required.  
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4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter an overview of the structure of the ancillary services and balancing markets is 

given in general terms and in the specific case of the countries this Thesis focuses on. The 

participation of Wind Power in these mechanisms is also analysed from both the perspective of 

the party that solves the imbalances as well as from the perspective of the party causing the 

imbalances.   

As we move towards a scenario with an increasing share of intermittent renewable energy, 

the strain placed on system security and balancing also increases. Renewable technologies not 

only vary seasonally, they also frequently differ from their physical notification, these causing 

imbalances. These imbalances incurred on the system cause a variation in the system’s frequency. 

These variations have effects on the quality and security of the supply. The System Operator must 

ensure that the production and demand of the system are balanced at all times so as to maintain 

the frequency as stable as possible. If a variation occurs the Operator must return the system 

frequency to its normal value through the activation of ancillary services or balancing reserve, by 

returning production and demand to equal levels. These services are separated in different control 

mechanisms distinguished by the speed and the duration of their activation. Conventional 

generation technologies usually perform these functions, but Wind Power has shown to be capable 

of participating in their provision [21] [22], even though some of these such as Frequency 

Containment Reserve require advanced control systems [23].  

Wind power does not participate in the provision of these services to the same extent in every 

country and as such the structure of each countries’ balancing market may also differ. From the 

perspective of a producer, participating in these markets comes not only from the technical 

Chapter 4 -  Balancing and Ancillary Services 

Markets 
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capability of providing the required service but also from the economic viability of the 

participation. 

4.2. Ancillary Services 

Ancillary services, also referred to as Balancing Services, are defined in Article 2 of Directive 

2209/72/EC of the European Parliament as being “a service necessary for the operation of a 

transmission or distribution system” [24]. They are procured by the System Operator to ensure 

the continued and correct operation of the system. Although no separation is made in this 

directive, these services can usually be divided into two subcategories:  

• Frequency ancillary services (balancing services) 

• Non-frequency ancillary services 

On the 18th of December of 2017, the Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/2195 came into 

force, in this document it is stated that a list of standard products shall be developed by the TSOs 

up until two years after the entry into force of the directive [25]. Every TSO of the studied 

countries is a member of European Network of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO-E), with 

all of them belonging to the “Continental Europe” regional group except for the UK who belongs 

to the “UK” group. The Continental Europe and Nordic TSOs jointly made a proposal to the 

European Commission regarding the definition of these products, they are now defined in 

Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/1485 establishing a guidance on system operation [26]. The 

UK belongs to a different group and due to its nature of being an island, its system’s structure is 

fairly different and subject to a set of particularities. 

When it comes to non-frequency ancillary services, although these are not defined in any 

European legislation, they are defined in the Proposal for a Directive of the European parliament 

and of the council of common rules of the internal market in electricity (recast) Procedure 

2016/0380/COD [27] an ongoing procedure, as such these classifications are expected to be 

accepted in the future. 

4.2.1. Frequency Ancillary Services 

While the Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/1485 defines frequency ancillary services, not 

all necessary information is already present in the EU regulation [26]. For this reason ENTSO-

E‘s European Electricity Balancing Guideline [28] and proposals [29], [30], [31] were consulted. 

According to these documents, frequency ancillary services can be defined as follows: 

Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR): the automatic activation of power reserves 

utilized to stabilize the system’s frequency after the occurrence of an incident. This is when the 
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frequency deviates from its steady state value of 50 Hz. In Continental Europe for deviations 

equal or larger to ±200 mHz FCR must reach half its maximum value within 15 seconds after its 

activation and its maximum value within 30 seconds. It must rise linearly between both these 

points. For deviations smaller than these, the FCR’s time behaviour shall be proportional to the 

aforementioned one. In the UK the imbalance threshold is ±500 mHz, and FCR must reach its full 

activation within 10 seconds. Providing units need to be able to continuously activate FCR for at 

least 15 minutes. The reserve requirement is jointly defined in each regional group and the 

provision responsibility is split within it. The minimum level of reserve capacity required for FCR 

needs to cover a reference incident. This reference incident is defined as being associated to a 

power deviation of 3 000 MW in both the upwards and downwards direction for Continental 

Europe, each country’s TSO being responsible for the provision of a part of this reserve. For the 

UK it must correspond to the maximum active power loss (failure of a generator for example) or 

the maximum loss of active power consumption (outage in two connection points).    

Frequency Restoration Reserve (FRR): Two subcategories exist, and these can be 

distinguished by its method of activation, automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve (aFRR) and 

manual FRR (mFRR) due to automatic and manual activation respectively. The general process 

can be defined as the activation of power reserves with the objective of restoring system frequency 

back to its steady state value after the frequency deviation has been contained by FCR. It is also 

used to replace activated FCR and, for zones that have more than one Load Frequency Control 

area, it is also used to return the balance between them to the scheduled value. Automatic FRR 

must be activated within 30 seconds of the imbalance, it must reach its maximum value within 5 

minutes and may be activated for up to 15 minutes. Manual FRR, being a manually activated 

product, has no fixed activation delay, it can be activated when the System Operator desires as 

long as it reaches full activation by 12.5 minutes [30] or 15 minutes [28], the maximum duration 

of these products is not defined as it depends on each providing unit. Each TSO must determine 

the reserve requirements for FRR considering historical data, the ratio of automatic and manual 

FRR, and the amount of positive and negative FRR considering the reference incident. This is 

determined in the same way as the FCR incident but for a Load Frequency Control area. 

Replacement Reserve (RR): RR is manually activated by the TSO in order to restore the 

necessary level of FRR and can be seen as a preparation step if other imbalances that might occur, 

such as the necessity for generation reserve. After being activated, RR must reach is maximum 

value within 30 minutes and the maximum duration of this activation depends on the number of 

the daily gates the country’s system in question has. If it has 24, as is the case of Poland, then the 

maximum duration of the product is 1 hour. If it has 48, as is the case of France, then the duration 

of the product is 30 minutes. As for the required amounts of reserve, in Continental Europe there 
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shall be sufficient RR to restore the necessary amount of FRR. In the case of the UK there shall 

be sufficient RR to restore the necessary amount of FCR and FRR. 

The timeframe of the activation of each of the frequency ancillary services can be seen in 

Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1 - Source: ENTSOE-E, Frequency Ancillary Services timescale.  

These services are employed to return the system back to balance and are often employed 

sequentially after a frequency variation occurs, as pictured in Figure 4.1. Balancing services with 

faster response time and shorter duration are usually employed first and these are complemented 

with services with slower response time and with a longer duration. This is not always the case, 

as they can be called on by the TSO individually at its request.  

The procurement of balancing services is of the responsibility of the TSO and can either be 

mandatory (remunerated or not) or procured and contracted through market mechanisms, this is 

different for each type of frequency reserve and for each country. 

4.2.2. Non-Frequency Ancillary Services 

As defined in the previously mentioned proposal [27], these services are defined as follows: 

Voltage Control: Voltage control in transmission systems is done through the production or 

absorption of reactive power. For the correct operation of a transmission grid, voltage levels need 
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to be maintained within set limits that ensure the continued operation of the system. As voltage 

levels are not homogenous for the whole grid, these services are usually performed locally. If in 

a certain area of the gird the voltage is too high, it can be lowered through the change in a 

Transformer’s taps or through the application of capacitor banks for example. If it is too low, it 

can be increased by also increasing the reactive power production of local generators or the 

increase of transformer taps. This comes with a caveat, as if the production of reactive power is 

raised beyond a certain level it can affect this generator’s active power generation capacity given 

the circular diagram that usually defines the feasible operation area of generators.  

Fast reactive current injection: A voltage control technique, when the voltage falls below a 

certain threshold, reactive current should be injected to keep it from falling further. Such ancillary 

services are defined for example in the German grid code [32].  

Inertia for local grid stability: Frequency regulation can be divided in two parts, before and 

after the activation of the ancillary services. Before the activation of these services and while the 

imbalance begins, the generators absorb the changes in frequency through changes to their kinetic 

energy. As renewable integration increases, the inertia of the system decreases and so does the 

system’s stability [33]. In the future, due to the higher levels of renewables having low inertia this 

might become a necessary ancillary service, and as such it is included in the regulation 

mechanisms. 

Black start: A generator’s black start capability refers to a generator’s capability to start 

production without a connection to the grid or with an auxiliary power source. These are provided 

by restoration service providers usually after a major event like a total grid shutdown. It is usually 

provided by smaller generators that locally energize the grid as a way of recovering power flow 

over the entire system [34].  

4.3. Balancing Markets 

To guarantee the sufficient provision of balancing services, the System Operator may set up 

balancing market mechanisms. The balancing market is a centralized market platform, managed 

by the TSO, where Balancing Service Providers (BSPs), such as generators, storage facilities and 

demand response, can offer balancing bids. BSPs can be single reserve-providing units or an 

aggregation of several of these. Balancing bids can be divided into two types:  

• Balancing capacity bids: the availability of the amount of capacity bid must be 

guaranteed to the System Operator for that trade period, if required it will be activated. 

• Balancing energy bids: the BSP must either increase or decrease its generation output 

for the amount of energy bid for each the trade period if called on by the TSO. 
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These bids can be made for various types of balancing services, they can either be symmetrical 

(BSPs offer a band in which they must increase or decrease their production in accordance to the 

TSOs choice), upwards (they undertake to increase their generation) or downwards (they 

undertake to reduce their production). Not all balancing services allow for all types of bids. Bids 

are made for every daily trading period, they start on the day-ahead and continue all the way up 

to the intraday while its clearing occurs in real time as a response to the system’s current 

necessities. Contracted balancing capacity is usually much superior to the actual activated energy 

because the System Operator must guarantee that a sufficient amount of energy will be available 

for the resolution of all eventual system imbalances. 

To guarantee the availability of these balancing services, the TSOs are subjected to balancing 

costs, this is the both the cost of the contracted capacity as well as the cost of the activated energy 

from the aforementioned balancing bids. The System Operator pays the Balancing Service 

Providers for their contracted capacity even if no production is required in the corresponding 

trading period, usually the price is given in €/MW of contracted capacity. For energy activation 

the amount paid depends on the direction of the activation, if upwards regulation is activated the 

TSO pays the BSP the activation price (in €/MWh), if downwards regulation is activated the BSP 

pays the TSO back at the activation price. These prices can be different and in both cases, they 

may be negative, this is more frequent for downward regulation. In this situation, the TSO must 

pay the BSP in order to reduce its production [35]. While it may seem that downward regulation 

providers are paying for their service, this is not the case. Downward regulation prices are usually 

below the DAM price, this means that if the BSP receives a request for the reduction of its 

production it keeps the income gained from the DAM while needing to pay back the downward 

energy at a price lower than the DAM price. Therefore, this usually results in a sizeable spread. 

4.3.1. Common working principles of Balancing Markets 

The Balancing Market can be distinguished from the other main market mechanisms by the 

fact that it is operated by the TSO and also by the fact bids are called in real time. Energy 

Replacement Reserve is usually traded in the balancing market as it is the reserve mobilized if 

there is need to alleviate system congestions. This might change from country to country, as some 

balancing services are mandatory under some TSOs or procured through market mechanisms 

under others. This topic is further expanded upon in a later section. The common working 

principles of balancing markets are detailed in this segment. 

Capacity and energy products can either be contracted together or independently. If they are 

procured together, this means a BSP gets awarded a contract stating how much capacity it will 

undertake to make available in the reserve energy market. For this they receive a remuneration 

for the capacity and a remuneration for the activated energy. If they are procured separately then, 
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for BSPs that provide capacity it works similarly, they get a capacity payment and are forced to 

offer the contracted amount of capacity as energy on the market. For BSPs who only provide 

energy then this means they can bid energy without a contract for capacity. As mentioned above 

both types of products can also be symmetrical or for a single regulation direction.  

In the case of seperated procurement, the capacity bid gate closure can farther away from the 

delivery period, as in weeks or months ahead. Energy gate closure is usually much closer to the 

delivery time as it needs to respond to system requirements in real time. In the case of  joint 

procurement, the gate closure for balancing bid submission is also shared and as such ends up 

being far from the delivery day as both happen on the timeframe necessary for capacity bids. 

For either type of bid, the balancing market works in a similar way, bids are submitted (or 

updated) usually up until very close to the system’s gate closure, with the last bid registered being 

the one considered by the TSO. The System Operator makes sure the submitted bids are valid and 

then proceeds to the selection process.  

Balancing bids are selected through a process somewhat comparable to the spot market, 

upward regulation bids are sorted in ascending order by price and downward regulation bids are 

sorted in descending order. The TSO then determines the quantity of balancing energy required 

for a certain trade period and selects the bids following the merit order. This leads to the lowest 

possible price for upwards regulation and the highest possible price for downwards regulation. 

However, the System Operator may exclude certain bids from the process if these would cause 

network congestions or if the BSP is required for another regulation process in the same period. 

Depending on the market, balancing bids may be completely or partially activated, an illustrative 

example of the selection process of totally activated upward balancing bids is given in Figure 4.2. 

Conversely, an example of the selection of partially activated downward bids is given in Figure 

4.3. 
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Figure 4.2 - Example of totally activated upward regulation selection. 

  

 

Figure 4.3 - Example of partially activated downward regulation selection. 

After the bid selection process is over, the System Operator informs the BSPs of the results 

and they are required to increase or decrease their production within the limits of each country’s 

time delay and duration conditions. If the BSP does not comply with the request of the System 

Operator, then it is usually required to pay a penalty, as other balancing bids need to be activated 

to make up for this failure. 
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When it comes to balancing markets, there are usually two types of pricing for the traded 

products, marginal pricing or pay-as-bid pricing. If we take Figures 4.2 and 4.3 as examples, in a 

marginal pricing scheme every BSP whose offer was accepted would receive the regulation price 

set by bid 2. In the case of a pay-as-bid scheme, the accepted offers would be remunerated at their 

respective bid price.  

4.4. Imbalance Settlement  

To guarantee the correct supply of balancing services the TSO incurs a cost. Capacity costs 

are usually recovered through or internalized in the tariffs paid by consumers, while energy costs 

are usually allocated to Balancing Responsible Parties (BRP) through the imbalance settlement 

mechanism.  

Unit Imbalance 

The imbalance for any given unit is the difference between the actual production (metered 

value) at the time of the delivery and the scheduled production for that same time period, that is 

to say the unit’s final physical notification (FPN). The metered can either be superior or inferior 

to the FPN. If the imbalance is positive, then the unit is in Excess. If the imbalance is negative, 

then the unit is in Deficit. Generally: 

𝐼𝑀𝐵 = 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  (4.1) 

Imbalances are usually caused by the inaccuracy of intermittent renewable electricity 

production forecasts, by unscheduled stoppages in generators, or by inaccuracy of demand 

forecasts.  

Balancing Responsible Party 

A Balancing Responsible Party (BRP) is a market player or a representative for a single or 

multiple other market players (such as a Wind Farm portfolio) [25]. The BRP is then financially 

responsible for the aggregated imbalance of the players it represents, sharing the costs and the 

revenues between them. 

Just like production units, BRPs have a net imbalance. Generally given by the subtraction of 

the net sum of all physical notifications to the net sum of all metered values, as seen in expression 

4.2. 

𝐼𝑀𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑃 = ∑ 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 − ∑ 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠  (4.2) 
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If the BRP is in excess, then it receives a payment for the excess production at the positive 

imbalance price. If the BRP is in deficit then it must pay the amount of energy it did not produce 

at the negative imbalance price. BRPs can be seen as the counterpart to BSPs as the TSO recovers 

the cost of the balancing market through them. The whole system balancing process can be seen 

as: 

• BRPs in excess sell their extra production in the balancing market, the downward 

regulation BSPs buy this energy;  

• BRPs in deficit buy the required amount of energy off of the upward regulation BSPs. 

System Imbalance 

As the BRPs depend on the units they represent for their total imbalance, the net system 

imbalance depends on the positions of all the BRPs. If for a given period, the production was 

insufficient then the system’s need for balancing services is going to be for upward regulation. 

Conversely, if the whole system is in excess then the total need of the balancing services is going 

to be for downward regulation. 

Every BRP has a position in relation to the system imbalance, this could be in the same 

direction or in the opposite direction. On one hand, if a BRP is contributing to the increase of the 

imbalance then generally it is penalised. If in excess, then the energy is usually sold at a price 

inferior to the DAM price. If in deficit then the price paid for the energy is superior to the DAM 

price. On the other hand, if a BRP is contributing to the decrease of the system imbalance then 

they usually receive a financial compensation or at the least stay neutral. If in deficit then the price 

they need to pay is usually lower or equal to the DAM price. If in excess, then the price at which 

they sell their energy is usually higher or equal to the DAM price. 

Imbalance Pricing 

The pricing for the imbalance settlement process can be arranged in two ways, single pricing 

or dual pricing.  

In a single pricing system, the same price is paid by a BRP whether it is in deficit or in excess. 

The price is usually calculated in relation to the price of the net total of the activated reserves. 

This means that if the system is short on energy the imbalance price reflects the cost of the 

activation of upward regulation. On the contrary, if the system is long the imbalance price reflects 

the cost of the activation of downward regulation. In this type of pricing scheme, a BRP can be 

rewarded if it contributes to the reduction of the overall system imbalance. For example, if the 

system is in deficit and the BRP is in excess then it can usually sell its excess production at a price 

higher than the DAM price.  
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In a dual price system there is a separate price for each of the directions a BRP can deviate to. 

Each of these prices is calculated in a way that reflects the cost of the respective balancing energy, 

upward regulation for the deficit price and downward regulation for the excess price. This means 

that the excess price is usually lower than the DAM price and the deficit price is usually higher 

than the DAM price.  

Two types of dual pricing schemes should be distinguished. In the first case, the BRP is 

penalised if it deviates in either direction, even if it contributes to the reduction of the system 

imbalance (such as in France or Romania). In the second case, if it deviates in the direction that 

is favourable to the system, the imbalance price for that direction will be equal to the DAM price. 

This second case leaves the BRP in a neutral position, as the excess is sold as if participating in 

the DAM and if in deficit energy is purchased at the DAM price. In contrast, in a single pricing 

scheme the BRP is rewarded for helping in restoring the balance of the system. Considering that 

the objective of the imbalance settlement mechanism is to incentivise market participants to help 

in the restoration of the balance between production and consumption, it can be concluded that a 

single pricing mechanism is more suited for this goal. ENTSO-E makes the same recommendation 

in their Electricity Balancing Guidelines [28]. 

4.5. Renewable Energy Integration 

Wind power already contributes significantly to the balancing of the system through its 

participation in the imbalance settlement mechanism, whether it be because their imbalance 

reduces the overall system imbalance or because they “pay” for the required balancing services 

when they worsen the system imbalance. There is, however, another possibility for wind 

generators when it comes to the reduction of their imbalance and the contribution towards the 

overall system stability. This is the participation in the balancing reserve markets as BSPs. 

Although, as previously mentioned [21]–[23] while wind farms are technically able to provide 

these balancing services,  they do not often participate in these markets. This can be attributed to 

a number of different economic and regulatory factors. Ideally, capacity and energy should be 

procured separately. Capacity bids are usually submitted a significant amount of time before 

delivery (weeks, months or even years ahead). The accuracy of wind forecasts increases 

considerably the closer we get to the delivery period which means that bids for time scales larger 

than day-ahead are not viable because the risk would be too large. Capacity markets are necessary 

in that they guarantee the required amount of balancing energy even if no energy bids are made, 

although this would lead to higher balancing prices. As such energy and capacity bids should be 
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decoupled, dispatchable technologies would be the main players in the capacity market. The 

energy market should be technology neutral with competition driving down the prices. 

Balancing bids should also have their directions decoupled because the possibility of 

submitting energy only in one direction would greatly increase the ease of access for wind energy. 

The failure to comply with a balancing bid usually leads to penalties in addition to the increase of 

the imbalance. Because of this, if bids are necessarily symmetrical the wind producers will need 

to sell less than the production they forecast so they are able to fulfil the request to increase 

production. This means their income from the DAM would be reduced. As this is the main source 

of income for wind producers not in support schemes, the provision of these services may not 

compensate the opportunity cost. 

Gate closure time is another important factor to consider, the closer to real time BSPs can 

submit bids, the more accurate the forecast will be and the easier it will be for wind producers to 

participate in reserve markets.  

4.6. European Market Examples 

The specific case of each country’s ancillary service and balancing market structure will be 

analysed in this section as well as the potential for wind power participation in the different 

balancing services. 

4.6.1. Portugal 

4.6.1.1. Balancing Services 

There are three types of balancing services in Portugal, “Reserva de Regulação Primária” 

analogous to FCR, “Reserva de Regulação Secundária” equivalent to aFRR, and “Reserva de 

Regulação Terciária” which corresponds to RR.  

Frequency Containment Reserve 

FCR in Portugal is mandatory for conventional generators and non-remunerated.  Each year 

REN, the Portuguese TSO, determines the required amount of FCR following the criteria set by 

ENTSO-E (mentioned in section 4.2.1). The share of the European FCR Portugal must procure is 

given by (4.3). 

𝐹𝐶𝑅𝑃𝑇 = 𝐹𝐶𝑅𝐶𝐸 ×
𝐸𝑃𝑇

𝐸𝐶𝐸
 (4.3) 

In this expression: 

𝐹𝐶𝑅𝑃𝑇 – it is the required amount of FCR to be procured in Portugal; 
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𝐹𝐶𝑅𝐶𝐸  – it is the required amount of FCR in Continental Europe. This value typically 

corresponds to the power associated to the reference incident, 3000 MW, mentioned in Section 

4.2.1; 

 𝐸𝑃𝑇 – it is the amount of electricity generated in Portugal over the previous year; 

𝐸𝐶𝐸 – it is the amount of electricity generated in Continental Europe over the previous year. 

In Portugal, FCR follows the timescale set by ENTSO-E, this means it must reach half its 

maximum value in 15 seconds and evolve linearly between 15 and 30 seconds, at this point it 

must reach its maximum value [36]. 

Frequency Restoration Reserve (Automatic) 

In Portugal, aFRR is mandatory for the generators deemed able to participate in its provision 

although no renewable generation is currently qualified. It is a remunerated service contracted 

through a balancing market mechanism. This service is procured for capacity only and, while the 

product is not symmetrical, both upwards and downwards regulation are contracted together. In 

combination with the RR, its application is responsible for solving the system imbalances. FRR 

bids are composed of a “band”, generators must increase or decrease their production within that 

band if required by the TSO. Total upward requirements are determined through (4.4) [37]. 

𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑝 = 𝑝 ×  √(𝑎 × 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥) + 𝑏2 − 𝑏 (4.4) 

In this expression: 

𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑝 – it is the required amount of upward FRR to be procured in Portugal for a given 

period; 

𝑝 – it is an empirically determined coefficient that varies between the values of 1,2 and 1,6 

depending on the time of day; 

𝑎 – it is a coefficient with the value of 10 MW, determined empirically; 

 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 – it is the peak amount of expected consumption in Portugal for a given period; 

𝑏 – it is a coefficient with the value of 150 MW, determined empirically; 

The require amount of downward regulation is determined through (4.5) [37]. 

𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 =
𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑝

2
(4.5) 
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The requirements for FRR are then determined based on the forecasted demand for a given 

period and through the p coefficient the TSO can allocate more or less reserve to ensure the system 

stability in a particular period. 

If the number of bids is not enough to satisfy the required amount of FRR, the TSO can force 

the generators to provide additional reserve, these bids will be remunerated at 115% of the 

marginal price of the corresponding hour. 

The FRR balancing market takes place in the day-ahead, bids are submitted between 19:00 

and 19:45. REN informs every available BSP at 14:00 of the amounts of reserve it will need for 

each trading period of the following day. Bids are selected as explained in section 4.3.1 and this 

service is remunerated marginally. 

Activated FRR is remunerated at the price of the last activated RR bid for the same period 

and for the same direction. Upwards regulation is remunerated at the upwards RR marginal price 

and downwards regulation is remunerated at the downwards RR marginal price. 

Replacement Reserve 

In Portugal, RR is procured through a market scheme where bids are mandatory for the 

generators deemed able to participate in its provision, although no renewable as wind or PV 

generation currently has this ability. This service is procured jointly for energy and capacity and, 

while the product is not symmetrical, and both upward and downward regulation are contracted 

separately, BSPs must bid for both directions. Generators whose bids are accepted must increase 

or decrease their production for that given period, if requested by the TSO. RR reserve is 

mobilized in the case that the FCR and the FRR are not sufficient for the restoration of system 

frequency. It is also mobilized together with the FRR if a significant deviation has occurred. 

Following ENTSO-E suggestions, total upward requirements are determined through (4.5) [36]. 

𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑝 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 + 2% × 𝐿 + 10% × 𝑊𝑃𝐺 (4.6) 

In this expression: 

𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑝 – it is the required amount of upward RR to be procured in Portugal for a given period; 

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 – it is the maximum power loss caused by a simple outage of a single element in the 

national grid; 

 𝐿 – it is the amount of expected consumption in Portugal for a given period; 

𝑊𝑃𝐺 – it corresponds to 10% of the expected Wind Power Generation for a given period; 

Total downward RR requirements are determined through  (4.7) [36]. 
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𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 = 𝑃𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 + 2% × 𝐿 + 10% × 𝑊𝑃𝐺 (4.7) 

In this expression: 

𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 – it is the required amount of downward RR to be procured in Portugal for a given 

period; 

𝑃𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 – it is the maximum pump storage power loss caused by a simple outage of a single 

element in the national grid; 

 𝐿 – it is the amount of expected consumption in Portugal for a given period; 

𝑊𝑃𝐺 – it represents 10% of the expected Wind Power Generation for a given period; 

In some cases, the TSO might require additional RR. This extra energy is contracted in the 

case that the consumption forecast exceeds the actual consumption by more than 2% or in the 

case multiple outages that result in the loss of generation capacity superior to the amount of 

available RR. 

The RR balancing market takes place in the day-ahead, bids are submitted after the FRR 

market closes and up to 21:00. BSPs are required to submit the power they still have available 

both upwards and downwards, and a price in €/MWh, this guarantees they maintain their power 

throughout the whole delivery period. Bids are selected as explained in section 4.3.1. RR is 

remunerated marginally and independently both upwards and downwards [37]. Bids can be 

updated up until the closure of the closest intraday market session that occurs before delivery. 

4.6.1.2. Imbalance Settlement 

In Portugal, a dual pricing scheme is used in its imbalance settlement mechanism. It is a zero-

sum game that should recover the cost of the activation of the FRR and RR, and it is paid by 

deviating BRPs. Capacity costs for both FCR and FRR are recovered through tariffs the end user 

must pay. 

4.6.2. Spain 

4.6.2.1. Balancing Services 

There are five types of balancing services in Spain, “Regulacíon Primaria” analogous to FCR, 

“Regulacíon Secundaria” equivalent to aFRR, “Regulacíon Terciaria” which corresponds to RR 

and “Reserva de Potencia Adicional a Subir” which corresponds to a different RR market 

procured strictly in the upward direction. Additionally there is an imbalance management 

mechanism called “Gestión de Desvíos”, somewhat comparable to the RR market [38]. 
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Frequency Containment Reserve 

Just like in Portugal, FCR in Spain is mandatory and non-remunerated. Every aspect of this 

service is analogous to the Portuguese one. The required amount to be provided each year is 

determined through a similar expression to (4.3), where the data relating to the Portuguese system 

is replaced by data relating to the Spanish system. This determination is done by the Spanish TSO 

Red Eléctrica de España (REE). 

Frequency Restoration Reserve (Automatic) 

In Spain, aFRR is voluntary, a generator is only considered able if it requests and is deemed 

technically capable. No technology is excluded from this habilitation process. If the producer is 

accepted, then the participation in this market becomes mandatory. It is a remunerated service 

contracted through a balancing market mechanism. This service is procured for capacity only and, 

while the product is not symmetrical, both upwards and downwards regulation are contracted 

together. FRR bids are composed of a “band”, generators must increase or decrease their 

production within that band if required by the TSO. Total FRR requirements for upwards 

regulation are determined through (4.8) [39]. 

𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑝 = √(𝑎 × 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥) + 𝑏2 − 𝑏 (4.8) 

In this expression: 

𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑝– it is the required amount of FRR to be procured in Spain for a given period; 

𝑎 – it is a coefficient with the value of 10 MW, determined empirically; 

 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 – it is the peak amount of expected consumption in Spain for a given period; 

𝑏 – it is a coefficient with the value of 150 MW, determined empirically; 

The require amount of downward regulation is determined by the TSO and its value is 

established as being between 40% and 100% of the upward regulation value. It should reflect 

changes in the forecasted demand curve. Generally, a higher amount of downward regulation is 

contracted in hours where considerable changes are expected. 

The FRR balancing market takes place in the day-ahead, bids are submitted up until 17:30. 

Bids are selected as explained in section 4.3.1 and this service is remunerated marginally. 

Activated FRR is remunerated at the price of the last activated RR energy bid for the same 

period and for the same direction. Upwards regulation is remunerated at the upwards RR marginal 

price and downwards regulation is remunerated at the downwards RR marginal price. 

Restoration Reserve 
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In Spain, RR is voluntary, a generator is only considered able if it requests and is deemed 

technically capable. No technology is excluded from this habilitation process. If the producer is 

accepted, then participation in this market is mandatory. This service is procured jointly for 

energy and capacity and, while the product is not symmetrical and both upwards and downwards 

regulation are contracted separately, BSPs must bid for both directions. Generators whose bids 

are accepted must increase or decrease their production for that given period if requested by the 

TSO.  Total upward requirements are determined through (4.9) [39]. 

𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑝 = 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 + 2% × 𝐿 (4.9) 

In this expression: 

𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑝 – it is the required amount of upward RR to be procured in Spain for a given period; 

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 – it is the maximum power loss caused by a simple outage of a single element in the 

national grid; 

 𝐿 – it is the amount of expected consumption in Spain for a given period; 

The required amount of downward regulation is determined by the TSO and its value is 

established as being between 40% and 100% of the upward regulation value.  

The RR balancing market takes place in the day-ahead up to 23:00. BSPs are required to 

submit the power they still have available both upwards and downwards, and a price in €/MWh, 

this guarantees they maintain their power throughout the whole delivery period. Bids are selected 

as explained in section 4.3.1. RR is remunerated marginally and independently both upwards and 

downwards [38] and the bids can be updated up until 1h before delivery.  

Imbalance Management 

In some cases, the TSO might require additional RR. After the closure of the IDM, if the 

expected imbalance for a given period is expected to be superior to 300 MW this capacity is 

contracted. Imbalance management bids are analogous to RR bids in the fact that their response 

times are similar and that bids are made for a whole trade period and not time limited, like aFRR. 

It functions in a similar way to an IDM. After the closure of an intraday session, the TSO can 

request Imbalance Management bids from qualified generators. These bids can be submitted for 

30 mins after the request is made by the System Operator. This scheme is technologically neutral, 

and any generator can participate as long as it is qualified. 

Additional Upward Reserve 

The Replacement Reserve and the Imbalance Management markets are only remunerated in 

the case of a bid activation, no remuneration is given for capacity. Because of the increasing share 
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of renewables, there was a necessity for the introduction of a mechanism that would guarantee an 

amount of replacement and imbalance management reserve. This mechanism is the Additional 

Upward Reserve market. After the closure of the DAM and up to 16:20 on the day before delivery, 

the TSO may call for this market. This mechanism is only available to conventional thermal 

generators. Bids are made for available capacity along with an energy activation price. Only 

generators not dispatched for the DAM may participate. It is remunerated marginally both for 

capacity and for the activation. It is worth noting that BSPs called through this mechanism must 

bid in both the RR and Imbalance Management markets. 

4.6.2.2. Imbalance Settlement 

In Spain, a dual pricing scheme is used in its imbalance settlement mechanism. It is a zero-

sum game that should recover the cost of the activation of the FRR, the RR and of the Imbalance 

Management Mechanism, and is paid by deviating BRPs. Capacity costs for both FCR, FRR and 

the Additional Upward Reserve are recovered through tariffs the end user must pay. In contrast 

with the Portuguese system, the Imbalance Price BRPs must pay is different depending on the 

direction of the BRP’s imbalance when compared to the overall system Imbalance. In the case the 

BRP contributes to the reduction of the system imbalance, then it either receives the DAM price 

for the excess or has to pay back the deficit at the DAM price. If the BRP aggravates the 

imbalance, then it must receive or pay the excess or deficit at the corresponding imbalance price. 

This results in a scheme where contributing to the system’s stability is not rewarded but it is not 

penalized either, the BRP stays neutral.  This is shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 - Possible Imbalance Pricing depending on the BRP’s position. 

  

  

4.6.3. France 

4.6.3.1. Balancing Services 

France has all of the balancing Reserve types suggested by ENTSO-E, these are “Réglage 

primaire” which corresponds to FCR, “Réglage secondaire” which corresponds to aFRR, 
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“Réserve rapide” which corresponds to mFRR and “Réserve Complémentaire” which 

corresponds to RR. 

Frequency Containment Reserve 

In France, FCR is a voluntary remunerated service. It is carried out in a weekly cross-border 

auction. This auction is done through the “www.regelleistung.net” platform where the French, 

Swiss, Austrian, Belgian and Dutch TSOs participate. Symmetrical capacity bids are submitted 

by all TSOs and they are selected as previously explained. BSPs whose weekly bids are accepted 

are remunerated for their capacity in a pay-as-bid fashion. Offers are made from Friday at 12:00 

two weeks before delivery up to Tuesday at 15:00 in the week before delivery and the results are 

published the same Tuesday at 16:00[40]. 

FCR requirements are calculated as in other Continental Europe countries, through a similar 

expression to (4.3), where the data relating to the Portuguese system is replaced by data relating 

to the French system. This determination is done by the French TSO Réseau de Transport 

d'Électricité (RTE). 

Frequency Restoration Reserve (Automatic) 

In France, aFRR is mandatory, but only for generators deemed technically capable. It is a 

remunerated contracted to an obligation mechanism. RTE emits a volume obligation to qualified 

BSPs. This service is procured for capacity only and the product is symmetrical. Generators must 

increase or decrease their production at the TSO’s request. This service is remunerated through a 

regulated tariff set by RTE for capacity. Energy is remunerated at the DAM price. Total FRR 

requirements are determined by RTE for each period. The procured amount ranges from 500 to 

800 MW and depends on the hour and time of year. 

FRR obligations are submitted by RTE at 17:00 on the day before delivery. The BSP must 

then make the capacity available as specified in the obligation for each trade period [40]. 

Frequency Restoration Reserve (Manual) 

Manual FRR is a voluntary service contracted through a balancing market mechanism called 

“Mécanisme d’Ajustement”. RR is also contracted through this mechanism where any technology 

can participate. There is both a capacity and energy markets available. Manual FRR has a 

predetermined capacity requirement of 1000 MW in both directions and a required activation time 

of 13 minutes. 

The capacity market is conducted as a yearly tender where monthly prices are assigned and 

remunerated marginally. BSPs can submit bids for a single direction or for both directions. 

Contracted BSPs are then required to at least bid the contracted capacity amount on the energy 

http://www.regelleistung.net/
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market. The energy market is carried out from 00:00 on D-7 up to 16:30 on the day before 

delivery. Bids can then be submitted for each gate on the intraday, 24 in total. Starting at 23:00 

bids can be made for the following hour. For example, at 23:00 bids are made for 00:00, at 24:00 

bids are made for 1:00, and so on. As an exception to most countries, activated energy bids are 

remunerated in a pay-as-bid basis [41].   

Replacement Reserve 

RR is a voluntary service contracted through the same mechanism used to contract mFRR, 

the “Mécanisme d’Ajustement”. Any technology can participate in this market. There is both a 

capacity and an energy markets available. RR has a predetermined capacity requirement of 500 

MW in both directions and a required activation time of 30 minutes. 

The market process for RR works in the same way as mentioned above, in the mFRR section. 

And just like for mFRR it is a pay-as-bid scheme. 

4.6.3.2. Imbalance Settlement 

In France, a dual pricing scheme is used in its imbalance settlement mechanism. It is a zero-

sum game that should recover the cost of the activation of the aFRR, mFRR and the RR bids, and 

it is paid by deviating BRPs. Capacity costs for both FCR, aFRR and mFRR are recovered through 

tariffs the end user must pay. Just like in Portugal, every deviating BRP must pay the imbalance 

price of the corresponding direction of the deviation. 

4.6.4. Poland 

4.6.4.1. Balancing Services 

There are three types of balancing services in Poland, “Second Reserve” analogous to FCR, 

“Minute Reserve” equivalent to aFRR, and “Operating Power Reserve” which corresponds to 

RR.  

Frequency Containment Reserve 

FCR in Poland is mandatory for large conventional generators (over 100 MW) and 

remunerated.  PSE, the Polish TSO, determines the required amount of FCR which will 

correspond to a minimum 170 MW of symmetrical capacity. PSE informs the generators of the 

expected FCR they will need to provide for each trade period at 16:00 on D-2 and later at 17:00 

on the day ahead. During the day of delivery this is updated every 15 minutes. Capacity is not 

remunerated. The activation of a unit is remunerated through a set tariff. Finally, the energy is 

remunerated through a balancing market mechanism.  
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The balancing market takes place on the day ahead starting at 09:00 and closing at 14:30 and 

the qualified generators must submit energy bids. These are selected by merit order and the price 

is set marginally. 

Just like in other Central European countries, FCR in Poland follows the timescale set by 

ENTSO-E [42]. 

Frequency Restoration Reserve (Automatic) 

In Poland, aFRR is provided by the same generators that provide FCR and it follows the same 

contracting and remuneration schemes [42]. 

Replacement Reserve 

In Poland, RR is procured through a market scheme where bids are mandatory for the 

qualified generators under contract, qualified generators without a contract can also participate if 

they so choose. Bids are symmetrical and must be made for every available amount of power not 

already sold bilaterally or in the DAM. This service is procured jointly for energy and capacity, 

bids include the available capacity and the corresponding energy price. For contracted generators 

the capacity is remunerated through a regulated tariff for peak hours (from 07:00-22:00) and on 

working days only. For non-contracted generators capacity is not remunerated. Activated 

balancing bids are remunerated at a marginal energy price.  Generators whose bids are accepted 

must increase or decrease their production for that given period, if requested by the TSO. PSE 

contracts 4 GW of operating reserve at the minimum for each hour. 

Operating Reserve is contracted for each day on the balancing market, following the same 

process for both FCR and aFRR contracting, as previously mentioned [42]. 

4.6.4.2. Imbalance Settlement 

In Poland, a single pricing scheme is used in its imbalance settlement mechanism. It is a zero-

sum game that should recover the cost of the activation of the FCR, FRR and RR, and it is paid 

by deviating BRPs. Capacity costs for both FCR, FRR and RR are recovered through tariffs the 

end user must pay. As it is a single pricing mechanism, BRPs that deviate in the opposite direction 

of the system are rewarded.  

4.6.5. UK 

4.6.5.1. Balancing Services 

Balancing services on the UK are structured in a fairly different way when compared to the 

rest of the previously mentioned counties. They are contracted by the UK TSO, National Grid 
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ESO. The existing balancing services in the UK are Mandatory Frequency Response, Firm 

Frequency Response, Enhanced Frequency Response, Fast Reserve and Short Term Operating 

Reserve. BSPs can also offer balancing Bids on the balancing market denominated Balancing 

Mechanism. 

Mandatory Frequency Response 

This type of balancing service is performed by all conventional generators with a capacity 

larger than 100 MW. These generators must provide services similar to FCR and FRR called 

Primary Response and Secondary response respectively. They must also provide High Frequency 

Response.  

• Primary Response: the increase in the provision of active power that must occur within 

10 seconds after the event and be sustained for 20 seconds. 

• Secondary Response: the increase in the provision of active power that must occur 

within 30 seconds after the event and be sustained for 30 minutes. 

• High Frequency Response: the reduction in the provision of active power that must 

occur within 10 seconds after the event and be sustained indefinitely. 

A generator that meets the requirements signs a contract with the TSO, in this document two 

types of payment are specified, a Holding Payment in £/h and a Response Energy Payment in 

£/MWh. When National Grid requires, this BSP must provide the service for the requested 

periods. During these periods, the availability is paid at the holding price and the activated energy 

is paid at the response energy price [43]. 

Firm Frequency Response 

Firm frequency response is functionally the same as mandatory frequency response, but it is 

voluntary and any generator that qualifies is able to participate in its provision. It is also structured 

in primary, secondary and high frequency and these reserves are contracted through monthly 

tenders carried out the first business day of a month. In January 1st reserve is contracted for 

February, for example. Bids are made for an Availability Price (£/hr) and a Nomination Price 

(£/hr) to be paid in the hours the service is accepted (National Grid can select only a few hours of 

the total submitted by a BSP in their bid). The activated energy can be paid in two ways, either a 

fixed price, just like mandatory frequency response, for small generators. It can also be paid 

through energy offers on the balancing market, for larger generators [44].  

The required amount of these services varies by time of year. For primary response the values 

range from 400 MW in the winter and 650 MW in the summer. For secondary response the range 

is between 1200 to 1450 MW. Finally, for high frequency response the range is between 0 in the 

winter to 180 MW in summer [44].  
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Enhanced Frequency Response 

This type of service was introduced in the UK as a way of promoting storage integration in 

the British system. It works similarly to Firm Frequency Response, but it must be activated in 

under a second. As such, it includes both FCR and FRR provision and should be activated in 

under a second and maintained over 30 minutes. There is a target for 200 MW of contracted 

capacity. 

This service is remunerated through an availability fee in £/MW/hr for every hour the service 

is available to the National Grid. There is also an availability factor applied to this fee, depending 

on the storage system’s performance [45]. 

Fast Reserve 

This type of reserve is fairly similar to mFRR although it is subjected to different time 

constraints. It is activated in the advent of sudden or unpredictable deviations in energy 

consumption. It must be activated within two minutes after the call is made by the TSO. The 

delivery capability must be at least 25 MW per minute. The minimum contracted volume for a 

single entity is 50 MW and it must be sustained for at least 15 minutes. 

There are two types available, optional fast reserve and firm fast reserve. For the first type, 

no obligation is set in place, but the BSP can provide reserve when available. For the second type, 

they enter into a framework agreement with the TSO and have the ability to participate in a 

monthly tender. 

For firm fast reserve, it is remunerated through an availability fee (£/hr) for each hour of 

availability the service is tendered for. The produced energy is also remunerated, through an 

utilisation fee (£/MWh), this is paid to both optional and firm fast reserves. In the monthly tender 

for firm reserve, both these fees are part of the bid [46].  

Short Term Operating Reserve, STOR 

This type of service is similar to RR, although it is contracted only for the upwards direction 

and it is subjected to different time constraints. BSPs must be capable of providing a certain 

increase in generation for determined windows, known as “Availability Windows” which are 

determined by the TSO and defined in the contract. This service is procured through competitive 

tenders that occur three times a year. After an order is sent by the operator, the service must be 

delivered within 4 hours and sustained for 2, the BSP must also be able to provide this service at 

least 3 times a week. 
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The remuneration of STOR is carried out through both an availability (£/hr) and an utilization 

fee (£/MWh). The availability is remunerated for the hours within the availability periods the BSP 

can provide this service. The activated energy is paid at the utilization fee [47].  

Balancing Mechanism 

The Balancing Mechanism is a market mechanism where Balancing Mechanism Units 

(BMUs) can voluntarily submit bids for the increase or the decrease of production for a given 

trade period. It is operated by ELEXON, a not-for-profit company created with the objective of 

fulfilling the Balance and Settlement Code. Bids can be made up to one hour before each trade 

period begins, for example for 10:30 bids must be submitted up to 09:30. There are 48 total trade 

periods per day. Bids are made for energy only and can be made for any direction the BMU 

chooses. When a bid is accepted, a MW profile is provided, the BMU is then required to follow 

it during the delivery period. This profile is dependent on the unit’s type and technology. It is a 

pay as bid market that does not exclude any technology from participating [48] [49]. 

4.6.5.2. Imbalance Settlement 

In the UK, a single pricing scheme is used in its imbalance settlement mechanism. It should 

recover the cost of the activation of the Mandatory and Firm Frequency Response, Fast Reserve, 

STOR and for the balancing mechanism, and it is paid by deviating BRPs. Capacity costs for 

Mandatory and Firm Frequency Response, Fast Reserve and STOR are recovered through tariffs 

the end user must pay. As it is a single pricing mechanism, BRPs that deviate in the opposite 

direction of the system are rewarded [49].  
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As explained in the previous chapter, TSOs must ensure the stability of the system at any 

given moment. Both BSPs and BRPs contribute to this in different ways, with BRPs effectively 

paying for the energy the BSPs provide through the imbalance settlement mechanism. For most 

intermittent renewable generation technologies, the cost incurred through this mechanism is 

considerable. The reduction of the production imbalance and consequently of the imbalance cost 

are important factors to consider as we move towards an electric system with a higher renewable 

energy share.  

The application of three mitigation strategies were analysed, these being: the provision of 

balancing services, the participation in the Intraday Market, IDM, and the application of an energy 

storage system. At the request of the Market Operations Unit, part of the Energy Management 

Department of EDP Renováveis, an analysis was carried out for three of the previously mentioned 

countries: France, Poland and the UK.  

The differences in regulation between each country can have a considerable effect on the 

magnitude of the imbalance cost. This can be caused by differences in the countries’ balancing 

service markets as well as by different imbalance settlement mechanism structures.  

In this chapter, the general adopted methodology is described, followed by a characterisation 

of each of the strategies. Finally, the results obtained through the analysis are presented. In this 

scope, we will start with an analysis comparing the performance of the strategies within each 

country, and a final comparative analysis between the three. 

Chapter 5 -  Imbalance Cost Mitigation 
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5.1. General Methodology 

5.1.1. Objective 

The main objective of the analysis was the determination of which of the previously 

mentioned strategies was preferred for the reduction of the imbalance cost in each country. A 

secondary objective was the determination of which characteristics in a country’s balancing 

system make it more accessible to the integration of Wind Power Generation as well as 

understanding the different advantages and disadvantages associated with different types of 

structures.  

Every country is subject to differing meteorological conditions. As a way of reducing the 

impact this could have on the performance of a strategy, a portfolio of geographically disperse 

wind farms was used in the creation of a virtual Wind Farm. This also has the added advantage 

of reducing the number of hours with a low load factor, as it is unlikely wind speed would be low 

in all of the wind farms that compose the portfolio.  

The virtual Wind Farm was then applied to each country and, for each strategy, the imbalance 

cost was minimized. The three strategies were later compared and the best one was chosen 

considering expression (5.1). 

𝑍 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝐼𝑚𝑏𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡1𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙; 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡2𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙; … ; 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)  (5.1) 

 

The application of each strategy results in a different imbalance cost. The total imbalance cost 

was considered as the sum of this imbalance cost and of the revenues obtained through the 

application of the mentioned strategy. For a given strategy, the total imbalance cost is determined 

by expression (5.2). 

𝐼𝑚𝑏𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 + 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑠  (5.2) 

As for the secondary objective, the analysis was more qualitative, the results of the strategies 

that involve the provision of ancillary services were considered, but the accessibility towards wind 

generation was also assessed through an analysis of each country’s regulation. 

5.1.2. Data Collection 

The analysis was carried out for the whole year of 2018. The required data was gathered from 

several sources. These can be split into two main categories, internal sources and external sources.  

The data collected from internal sources is related to the creation of the wind generation 

portfolio and as such included the production, forecasting and availability data for each of the 
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wind farms that was integrated in the virtual Wind Farm. This was done through queries to the 

EDPR Data Lake and relatively little data processing was required. 

As for the data collected externally, it was gathered form the sources presented in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 - External Data Sources. 

 
 
  

When it comes to France, the data provided by RTE is publicly available and historical records 

can be downloaded in files that comprise the whole year for free. Data comes in CSV files that 

require slight processing. However, the data pertaining to the day ahead and intraday markets 

while publicly displayed on the EPEX website, is not available for download. To solve this issue, 

a script using publicly available libraries was implemented through the programming software R. 

This script scans the website for the desired period and returns a CSV file containing the data.  

For Poland, the data collected from PSE came in monthly aggregate CSV files. The data 

collected from TGE came in daily aggregate CSV files. Due to the large number of files, the data 

was processed using VBA Macros in Microsoft Excel, condensing it into yearly files. 

For the UK, DAM and IDM historical data is not available on the EPEX website, it is not 

available for download either. Due to this, the technique used for France is not applicable here as 

such data was provided by the Risk Department of EDPR. Macros were also utilized in order to 

consolidate the data into a yearly aggregate file. The balancing market data was collected from 

Elexon in daily files. As it is a pay-as-bid market, the files contained every bid made for every 

trade period throughout the whole year. This results in a large amount of data, so that a macro 

was used that returns the half-hourly bid price and the associated volume and aggregates this data 

for the entire year. 
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5.1.3. Strategy Formulation  

5.1.3.1. Balancing Service Provision 

The provision of balancing services as a way of mitigating a producer’ imbalance may seem 

counterintuitive at first because these services are usually called on to solve the total imbalance 

of the system, which in turn is caused by the individual imbalance of every market player. In the 

case of a Wind Power producer, the trend of its imbalance should closely follow the trend of the 

total system imbalance, especially in countries with high shares of wind generation. In this case, 

the need for balancing services will mainly be in the direction opposite to the one the producer 

could provide. This is not always the case and sometimes reserves are called for both directions 

in the same period. This improves accessibility for wind producers when it comes to the provision 

of reserves.  

Wind producers can participate in the provision of balancing services through both the 

capacity market and the energy market. As previously mentioned, the energy market’s structure 

(lower gate closure time, ability to bid in only one direction, among others) makes it the better 

option for wind participation. 

Two alternatives are available for the participation in the provision of upwards regulation: 

• The Wind Producer does not offer all of the expected production in the DAM, in this way 

keeping some capacity to offer for upward services. For this to be viable, the price for the 

provision for these services must be high enough to compensate the money lost by not 

participating fully in the DAM. There is also the risk of no activation and this would lead 

to being remunerated for the excess production at the positive imbalance price, this is 

usually not viable either. 

• The producer might reassess its position through updated forecasts if the physical 

notification sent to the DAM leaves it in a position where it expects to be in excess. This 

excess is then submitted as upward regulation bids for the periods where it is expected to 

happen.  

For the provision of downward regulation two options are also available: 

• The Wind Producer makes balancing bids at a low enough (may even be negative) price 

that if they are called, it would compensate the loss of the support scheme in that period 

(such as a FIP or Green Certificates) as support schemes are usually awarded on 

production. This would result in a very low volume of activated downward regulation. 

• Just like for upward regulation, after reassessing its position, the producer offers its 

expected deficit as downward regulation bids for that period.  
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The viability of these strategies is dependent on both the structure of the country’s support 

scheme as well as in the structure of its balancing market and balancing services. Each country’s 

case will be analysed before the results are presented, as the technical requirements for balancing 

service provision differ.  

5.1.3.2. Intraday Market Participation 

The most widely used strategy for imbalance cost mitigation is the participation in the intraday 

market with an updated production forecast. It presents the least barriers to entry of the three 

analysed strategies, as any producer participating in the DAM is able to also participate in the 

IDM if it so chooses. Several strategies for the participation in the IDM can be devised, two of 

them were analysed in this Thesis. These were: 

• Participating as a price taker, or in other words, purchasing energy if in deficit or selling 

energy if in excess at any price. The sole objective of this strategy is the reduction of the 

imbalance. 

• Participating only when the spread is neutral or positive. If an excess in production is 

expected, then the energy is sold only if the price is higher or equal to the DAM price. 

Conversely, if a deficit is expected, the energy is purchased only if the price is equal or 

lower than the DAM price. This guarantees additional income when compared to only 

participating in the DAM but does not reduce the expected imbalance as much. As the 

prices will not be favourable to this strategy in every hour.  

As it is the most commonly used method by Wind Power producers for imbalance cost 

reduction, its results are presented as a point of comparison for the other two strategies. 

5.1.3.3. Storage System Application 

An energy storage system (ESS) is a system that stores energy produced at one point in time 

to be used at a later point in time. This could involve an energy conversion process or energy 

could be stored in its final state, that is in the state it will be used as. There are several technologies 

used for this end. The most widespread is Pumped-storage Hydroelectricity, a type of mechanical 

energy storage. Electrochemical batteries have been growing significantly in the past few years, 

with lithium ion batteries spearheading this category, due to their good energy-to-mass ratio and 

their slow self-discharge. As part of the chemical storage category, hydrogen storage is also a 

promising technology. Due to its ability to be used as fuel, it can be used in sectors that are not 

easily decarbonized, such as the transport sector. 

Energy storage is yet another avenue that can be explored when it comes to the increase of 

the renewable energy share as they will grant greater flexibility to the system. Storage systems 
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are expected supersede conventional generation in the provision of several services that guarantee 

the grid’s stability and permit renewable integration.  The main reason  being their faster response 

capabilities which allows them to provide services beyond the capabilities of conventional 

generation (as is the case of the Enhanced Frequency Response service in the UK) [50]. 

Among the various functions ESSs will perform, there are three main ones: electricity time 

shifting, frequency regulation and renewable capacity firming (also known as the reduction of 

forecasting errors). These functions are briefly outlined below: 

• Time shifting consists of storing electricity produced during off-peak hours (when prices 

are lower) and releasing this energy during peak hours (when prices are higher). This also 

counteracts the trend of increased wind speed during the nights, effectively allowing wind 

power to better align with the typical demand curve. 

• Frequency regulation is the provision of frequency ancillary services. Due to their 

technical capabilities, ESSs are able to provide these services with the same stability as 

conventional generation while possessing even faster response times. 

• Renewable capacity firming is the real time correction of the production, so it better 

matches the final physical notification. It effectively corrects the imbalance, absorbing 

energy if in excess and releasing energy if in deficit. 

An example of the possible application periods for renewable capacity firming can be seen in 

Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1 - Comparison of the forecast and production for an EDPR Wind Farm during the first 

week of January of 2018. 

As the focus of this analysis is the reduction of the imbalance cost, only renewable capacity 

firming was considered. The other functions are beyond the scope of this analysis. 
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To study the imbalance reduction capabilities of an ESS, a simulation was carried out in 

MATLAB using a script developed by a collaboration between the Market Operations Unit and 

the Technology Department in EDPR based on real data collected through a pilot project. This 

project consisted of the application of a relatively small Lithium-Ion battery for the reduction of 

forecasting errors. The simulation software functions as a scaling tool, allowing similar but bigger 

batteries to be tested and applied to any Wind Farm or aggregation of Wind Farms.  

The main working principle of the algorithm is illustrated in the diagram of Figure 5.2.  If the 

Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) is activated in the middle of an hour, the correction of the 

forecast will only be started the following hour. At the start of a new hour the production is set to 

0, following this, the production data is updated every 10 seconds. Once the system has collected 

10 minutes of data, it can start correcting the deviation by comparing it with the physical 

notification as given in expression (5.3). 

𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 − 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ± 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑  (5.3) 

If within the limits set by the manufacturer and if the deviation is positive, then the battery 

will charge until it reaches its upper limit, the deviation reaches 0, or until the system minute 

reaches 60. Conversely, if the deviation is negative the battery will discharge until it reaches its 

lower limit, the deviation reaches 0 or the system minute reaches 60. Once the system minute 

reaches 60, both the production data as well as the minute are set to 0 and the process starts over. 

As the result of the simulation, a new hourly production is obtained which includes the 

imbalance reducing effect of the BESS. It should be mentioned that the real BESS follows a set 

of restrictions set by the manufacturer that the simulator is not subject to. The real battery has a 

limited ammount of energy it can move per day, it is also only able to perform a set number of 

charge/discharge cycles per day, among others. The real system is also subject to losses and as 

such is not perfectly efficient. Therefore, the simulation considers a perfect scenario. 
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Figure 5.2 - Renewable capacity firming algorithm flowchart. 

   

It is worth mentioning that the simulated BESS has a power/energy ratio very close to 1 (1MW 

power capacity, 1MWh energy capacity). This confers it the ability of quickly charging and 

discharging as a way of correcting the imbalance. 

5.1.4. Conclusions 

After the results are obtained and the regulation is analysed, a comparison will be made 

between each of the strategies applied to each country. As a way of determining the best practices 

for the integration of wind production in the balancing markets, an overall comparison was then 

made, and conclusions were taken.  
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5.2. Analysis Results 

5.2.1. Portfolio Characteristics 

As previously mentioned, the virtual portfolio was created through the data aggregation of 

several geographically disperse EDPR wind farms. This resulted in a 162 MW virtual power plant 

that should not be as significantly affected by variations in weather patterns [51], [52], with an 

expected reduction in variability of as much as 36% [53].  

The load factor of a generator can be given as the ratio between its production for a given 

period and its maximum production capacity as indicated by expression (5.4). 

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑡 =
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡

𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑡 × 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑡
 (5.4) 

The average hourly production and load factor for each month are shown in Table 5.2 along 

with the daily/weekly average production in Figure 5.3. 

 

Table 5.2 - Average Hourly Production and Load Factor for the virtual Wind Farm for each month of 

2018. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 - Average Hourly Production for each day of the year of 2018.  
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Through the analysis of the data presented above, it can be observed that there is a clear pattern 

between an increased load factor in the winter months and a lower one during the summer. Being 

highest in January at 40.31% and lowest in July at 13.68%. Due to the distance between the 

composing windfarms, a load factor under 5% only occurs in 10 days throughout the year. The 

average load factor for the year is 25.44%. This resulted in a higher load factor than the European 

average of 22% [1].  

As the Market Operations Unit of EDPR uses the 09:00 forecast for the participation in the 

DAM, this was the one used for the analysis. Considering this, the imbalance for each period was 

calculated as given in expression (4.1). For each trading period, the excess and the deficit are 

separated trough expressions (5.5) and (5.6), values in MWh. 

𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑡 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡, 0)  (5.5) 

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑡 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡, 0)  (5.6) 

The yearly imbalance results for the DAM participation are presented in Table 5.3. The week 

of the 22nd to the 28th of October 2018 is presented in Figure 5.4 as a way of better illustrating the 

hourly variation between production and forecast. 

Table 5.3 - Imbalance yearly results. 
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Figure 5.4 - Production and Forecast curves for the period between the 26th of February and the 4th of 

March of 2018. 

Observing both this table and this graph, it can be concluded that the system tends to be in 

deficit more frequently than in excess, by 4.8%. Following the DAM physical notification, even 

though the system tends to be in deficit more frequently, deviations in excess are on average 2.26 

MWh larger. This results in a total excess that represents 12.2% and in a total deficit that 

represents 10.6% of the total annual production respectively. 

5.2.2. France 

5.2.2.1. Base Case (DAM Participation) 

In order to assess the performance of the different strategies, a base case was defined. This 

base case is the total imbalance cost incurred on the portfolio for the entire year of 2018 when 

applied to the French system when only considering the participation in the DAM. Energy Trading 

in France is done in half hourly periods, as such there are 17520 periods in each year, data was 

converted using the more widely used hourly periods for easier comparison between countries. 

Renewable energy utilities compare every result with the DAM price as it is considered the 

reference market. Every action in favour or against this market will result a revenue or a cost 
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relative to the DAM price. For each trading period, the Excess and Deficit costs can be given 

through expressions (5.7) and (5.8) respectively (in €/MWh). 

𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡 − 𝐷𝐴𝑀𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡  (5.7) 

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡 −  𝐷𝐴𝑀𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡  (5.8) 

The total imbalance cost can then be given as in expression (5.9) (in €). 

𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡2018 = ∑ (𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑡

17520

𝑡=1

× 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡) + ∑ (𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑡

17520

𝑡=1

× 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡) (5.9) 

This is then divided by the total production of the wind farm for the same period. A value (in 

€/MWh) for how much the producer is paying for its imbalance per unit of generated electricity 

is obtained as given by expression (5.10). 

𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦𝐼𝑚𝑏𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡2018 =
𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡2018

∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡
17520
𝑡=1

 (5.10) 

The results obtained for the base case are given in Table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 - Base Case Imbalance Cost for France in the year 2018. 

 

While the unitary price is a useful figure, the overall weighted average imbalance prices are 

also presented in Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5 - Base Case Weighted Average Imbalance Prices. 

The weighted average is used because the BRP does not have the same amount of imbalance 

in each generation period. It makes it easier to see that even if the overall imbalance is reduced, a 

strategy can still incur a larger cost if there is a significant decrease in excess price or increase in 

deficit price. 

EDPR wind farms in France are either supported through a FIT or through a CfD. As the more 

market exposed mechanism, the CfD was chosen as the base of the analysis. The premium 
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associated to a CfD is associated with the metered production of a wind farm, as such, strategies 

involving the intentional reduction of production are not economically viable. 

5.2.2.2. Balancing Service Provision 

Considering the description of the balancing services for France (given in section 4.6.3.1) the 

participation was considered for both mFRR and RR.  

• FCR: in France this mechanism is contracted as a weekly capacity auction and as such is 

not suited for the participation of Wind Generation. Very little volume is activated per 

BSP, this also makes it unsuitable as an imbalance reduction measure. 

• aFRR: Although the day-ahead auction at 17:00 is acceptable it is procured 

symmetrically. In the balancing service rules, it is also stated that the provision of this 

service must be able to be sustained indefinitely after its activation. These characteristics 

makes aFRR fairly inaccessible to the integration of Wind Generation. No Wind 

generator is currently under the obligation of providing this service. Even hypothetically 

speaking, the remuneration is currently not sufficient to justify the participation. The 

regulated price per capacity is set at 18 €/MWh [41] and the activation is remunerated at 

the DAM price, this would result in a lower production and on a lower income from the 

CfD. As there would also be no spread to be gained from its activation, this would only 

viable if the DAM price was frequently under 18 €/MWh and this only happened for 

around 4% of the hours in 2018.  

• mFRR and RR: Both services are procured in the same manner and both have gate 

closures one hour before delivery. This makes these markets very suitable for the 

participation of Wind Power generation, in addition to the fact that unidirectional energy 

bids are allowed. 

Having made these considerations, the participation in both the mFRR and the RR markets 

was analysed for both the upwards and downwards reserve.  

As both these markets are pay-as-bid schemes and the only available price information is the 

last accepted offer, a 10% price adjustment was considered to guarantee the acceptance of the 

offers. This would correspond to 10% increase in downward reserve prices and a 10% decrease 

in upward reserve prices.  

Concidering the best strategy found, in every period the offers are defined following the 

diagram in Figure 5.5. For every period the forecasted imbalance is calculated through expression 

(5.11). The intraday forecast is used as it is the forecast available the closest to every gate closure. 

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡 = 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 − 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑡  (5.11) 
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This is the expected ammount of imbalance at delivery time. If this expected imbalance is 

under 1MWh in absolute value then no offer is made for this period, as this is the minimum 

accepted bid size. Bids can be submitted up to one hour before delivery, this means that the bid 

is only sent if the metered imbalance follows the conditions set in with expressions (5.12) and 

(5.13), for excess and deficit respectively: 

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑡 < 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡−2 +  𝐿𝑖𝑚  (5.12) 

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑡 > 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡−2 −  𝐿𝑖𝑚  (5.13) 

In these expressions, Lim is a variable that defines the acceptable range in witch the imbalance 

of the previous hour may be so the offer still is made.  This variable was later optimized so as to 

maximise the benefit from the participation in the different services and its value was determined 

as 1.26 MWh.  
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Figure 5.5 - Strategy used to define the offer for each period.  
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The bids were considered accepted if the activated volume for a given reserve was at least 

10MWh. After the bids were set, the revenues from the participation in the various services were 

calculated for each period, this was done through expression 5.14: 

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡 = (𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑡 × 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡) − 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑡  (5.14) 

It is worth mentioning that just like for the excess and deficit price, the Reserve prices are 

compared with the DAM Price as shown in expressions (5.15) and (5.16). 

𝑈𝑝 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝑈𝑝 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡 − 𝐷𝐴𝑀𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡  (5.15) 

𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡−𝐷𝐴𝑀𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡  (5.16) 

The failure to deliver a balancing service bid after its acceptance, will result in a penalty in 

addition to the cost already incurred in the balancing mechanism.  

These penalties are defined in the balancing mechanism rules as given in expression (5.17) 

[41]. 

𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑡 = 35% × 𝑉𝑑𝑡 × max (|𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡|; |𝐷𝐴𝑀 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡|)  (5.17) 

Vd is the amount of energy that the BSP failed to deliver in period t, being at most the total 

amount of offered energy.  It is given by expression (5.18). 

𝑉𝑑𝑡 = min(|𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑡 − 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡|; |𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑡|)  (5.18) 

The total revenues for the participation is calculated as shown in expression (5.19). 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠2018 = ∑ 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡

17520

𝑡=1

 (5.19)  

The application of this strategy results in a new Final Physical Notification, FPN, for the 

periods where offers are accepted. Offers can either be positive (upward reserve) or negative 

(downward reserve). This is shown in expression (5.20). 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡 = 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 + 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑡  (5.20)  

These FPNs should exhibit a lower imbalance, as the forecast they are based on is updated.  

Using the updated FPNs a new imbalance is calculated for each trading period, it is then 

separated in Excess and Deficit (using expressions (5.5) and (5.6) respectively) and the new 

imbalance cost for the application of the strategy is calculated through expression (5.9).  

Finally, the total imbalance cost was obtained through expression (5.2), adding the new 

imbalance cost to the revenues from the participation in the provision of the balancing services. 
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The provision of mFRR and RR in both directions, as well as the combination of these 

reserves (mFRR up + RR down and RR up + mFRR down) were analysed. The results are 

presented in Table 5.6. 

Table 5.6 - Imbalance Cost for the participation in the various balancing services. 

 

The overall best strategy is the provision of Replacement Reserve as it presents the biggest 

reduction in imbalance cost. This result is broken down in Table 5.7. 

Table 5.7 - Breakdown of the Imbalance Cost for the provision of RR. 

 

If only the updated physical notification is considered, the imbalance cost actually increases 

(17,21 k€ when compared with the DAM physical notification). This can be explained by the fact 

that, while the new forecast is more accurate overall (shown in Table 5.9) it increases the 

imbalance in hours which entail a higher cost and decreases the imbalance in hours which entail 

a lower cost. To better illustrate this, the weighted average imbalance prices are presented in Table 

5.8 (A lower Excess price and a higher Deficit price worsen the Imbalance Cost). However, once 

the revenues from the provision of RR are considered it results in an overall 26,83 k€ reduction 

in the imbalance cost. 

Table 5.8 - Weighted average imbalance price comparison. 

 

From the application of this strategy there was a reduction of both the excess and deficit, the 

deficit being reduced slightly more. Even though the total revenue is positive, penalties were 

levied in 56% of the hours the service is provided. More revenue is obtained through the 

participation in the upwards RR. A larger income could be obtained by always curtailing the 
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generation to match the bid, although this is not viable due to the loss in the CfD premium. For it 

to be an option worth considering, the spread would have to be considerably higher. Data 

pertaining to this is presented in Table 5.9. 

Table 5.9 - Data relating to the provision of RR. 

 

Taking all of this into account, the overall effects on the imbalance are presented in Table 

5.10. Overall there has been a shift in the imbalance, the BRP is now more hours in excess and 

less hours in deficit. In terms of the total imbalance, a reduction was also observed as both the 

excess and deficit amount are lower (a positive increase in deficit is an overall reduction).  

Table 5.10 - Overall impact of the application of the best strategy on the imbalance.  
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In Figure 5.6, the periods where RR is provided can be seen. Although the offers where only 

activated for roughly 20% of all the periods, their effect is apparent. In the periods where a bid is 

activated, the physical notificaton moves closer to the actual production, reducing the error. It is 

worth mentioning that even when activated, the updated PN can only be as accurate as the used 

forecast. An improvement in forecasting technology would certainly lead to better results.  

 

Figure 5.6 - Comparison of the employed DAM physical Notification with the FPN caused by RR 

provision for the week between the 26th of February and the 4th of March of 2018. 

5.2.2.3. Intraday Market Participation 

Due to the continuous nature of the French IDM, it is a pay-as-bid market. If an offer is 

accepted it is remunerated at the price associated with the bid. Due to this reason, the weighted 

average price was used for each period. Offers were only made if the expected imbalance was 

superior to 0,1 MWh as this is the minimum bid size. Offers were only considered accepted if the 

traded volume was at least 10 MWh for each given period.  

The forecasted imbalance is calculated through expression (5.11). For a given period, if the 

imbalance is an excess then this Energy is sold at the IDM price. If it is a deficit, then this energy 

is purchased at the IDM price. This price is also compared with the DAM price to obtain the IDM 

cost, as shown in expression (5.21): 

𝐼𝐷𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑡 = 𝐼𝐷𝑀𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡 − 𝐷𝐴𝑀𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡  (5.21) 
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For each period, the revenue coming from the sale or the purchase of energy can be calculated 

through expression (5.22), the total revenue given by expression (5.23). The revenue for the 

purchase of energy can be positive if the IDM price is lower than the DAM price. Conversely, it 

can be negative if the energy is sold at a lower price than the DAM price. 

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡 = (𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑡 × 𝐼𝐷𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡)  (5.22) 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠2018 = ∑ 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡

17520

𝑡=1

 (5.23)  

Using the accepted offers, the final physical notification is calculated following expression 

(5.20).  

Two strategies were analysed following the conditions set at the beginning of this section. In 

the first case, offers were made regardless of the IDM price. In the second case, offers were only 

made if the price was superior to the DAM price. Results for both strategies are presented in Table 

5.11. 

Table 5.11 - Imbalance cost for both participation strategies. 

It can be observed that participating in the intraday market with the sole objective of updating 

the final position is the better strategy. To better explain why participating only when a spread is 

guaranteed is worse, both results are broken down below, starting with participation regardless of 

price (Table 5.12). 

Table 5.12 - Imbalance cost breakdown for the first strategy. 

 

If only the updated physical notification was considered, this strategy would imply a gain of 

44,01 k€ when compared to the DAM strategy. However, in order to update the forecast, energy 

needs to be purchased and sold at prices that in this case entails a cost of 15.53 k€. As a result,, 

the final amount obtained for this strategy corresponds to a gain of 28.47 k€.  
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For the second strategy, results are broken down in Table 5.13. 

Table 5.13 - Imbalance cost breakdown for the second strategy. 

 

This strategy would imply a loss of 86,15 k€ when compared to the DAM strategy if no 

revenues were considered. However, as a spread is guaranteed through the offers, in this case a 

revenue of 93,07 k€ is obtained. The final result of this strategy is a gain of 6.92 k€.  

Considering the fact that the forecast is updated in every hour that an offer is accepted, the 

periods for which a spread is guaranteed result in a shift towards a more unfavourable position 

when compared to the traded volume for the same period using the default strategy. This is 

presented in Table 5.14.  

Table 5.14 - Weighed average imbalance price comparison. 

It can be observed that if the first strategy is applied, better imbalance prices are achieved. 

Conversely, if a spread is guaranteed, this results in worse imbalance prices. Even though a cost 

is incurred from the participation in the IDM in order to update the forecast, the first strategy is 

the most worthwhile. 

The results of the best strategy (strategy 1) are further broken down in Table 5.15. The high 

level of market liquidity can be observed, offers being considered accepted for 8435 hours,  

corresponding to 96,2% of the total periods. Energy was purchased in more periods, this is 

expected as the system tended to be more frequently in deficit than in excess. Energy was sold at 

a slight premium when compared to the DAM price. Conversely, it was purchased at a higher 

price than the DAM price. This being the main reason to obtain a negative value for the total 

revenues. 
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Table 5.15 - Breakdown of the best IDM strategy. 

The overall effects on the imbalance are presented in Table 5.16. 

Table 5.16 - Overall impact of the application of the best strategy on the imbalance. 

 

The Wind Farm Producer is now in a much more balanced position, only being in excess 26 

more hours throughout the whole year. This represents a shift in the former deficit bias towards a 

slight excess bias, even though this happened, the total amount of excess and deficit are both 

lowered. This can be explained by the fact that the average amount of imbalance is reduced in 

both directions. 

In Figure 5.7, the comparison between the DAM physical notification and the final physical 

notification that occurs after the participation in the IDM is presented. A greater accuracy can be 

observed in most hours, and it follows the real production trend more closely. 
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Figure 5.7 - Comparison of the employed DAM physical Notification with the FPN caused by RR 

provision for the week between the 26th of February and the 4th of March of 2018. 

5.2.2.4. Storage System Application 

The simulator described in section 5.1.3.3 was used to test the use of Battery Energy Storage 

Systems, BESS, of different sizes based on a percentage of the size of the virtual Wind Farm. 

While both previous strategies attempted to change the physical notification to better reflect the 

actual production of the wind farm, this strategy seeks to do the opposite. It changes the actual 

production output, to better reflect the original DAM physical notification, and in this way reduce 

the imbalance.  

The imbalance cost is calculated in the same way it was calculated for the base case 

(expression 5.9), as what is changed is the actual production, the physical notification remains the 

same. 

Four different battery sizes were simulated these were 5% of the installed capacity (8,1 MW), 

25% (40,5 MW), 50% (81 MW) and 75% (121,5 MW). The results pertaining to the application 

of these different BESSs are presented in Table 5.17. 
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Table 5.17 - Imbalance Cost for the application of the different storage system sizes. 

 

Observing these results, it can be concluded that the imbalance cost mitigation capacity 

increases as the size of the battery also increases. This is caused not only by the fact that a bigger 

battery will be able to correct bigger imbalances. But it will also be able to move more energy 

and perform charge and discharge cycles which would be considered full charge and discharge 

cycles for other smaller BESS sizes (these have a daily limit set by the manufacturer). Because of 

this, it is able to reduce imbalances more frequently as well.  

This increase in performance comes with two caveats, a larger battery implies a larger cost, 

and it also requires more space for its installation.  

The application of a storage system with 5% of the installed capacity has a slight effect, 

improving the total imbalance cost by 9,53 k€. The application of a system with 25% of the 

installed capacity has a considerable effect, improving the total imbalance cost by 79,81 k€. 

Comparing the other two simulated capacities with the base case they represent an increase of 

122,50 k€ and 144,69 k€ for the 50% capacity and 75% capacity systems respectively. 

The raise in revenue obtained by the increase in capacity between each of the simulated levels 

was charted and is presented in Figure 5.8. 

 

Figure 5.8 - Increase in revenue for each simulated raise in capacity level. 
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As the estimation of the cost of these storage systems is beyond the scope of this work, the 

best strategy was chosen considering the largest increment in revenue. As such, the chosen size 

for further analysis was 25% of the installed capacity (40,5 MW).  

The results of this strategy are further broken down in Table 5.18. The fact that the generation 

tended to be in deficit when compared to the production can be observed, as the BESS system is 

called on to produce energy 61% of the time, while only being called to absorb energy 39% of 

the time.  

Table 5.18 - Breakdown of the best BESS strategy. 

The overall effects on the imbalance are presented in Table 5.19. 

Table 5.19 - Overall impact of the application of the best strategy on the imbalance. 

There is a considerable shift when compared to the original imbalance. Due to the production 

of the BESS, the Wind Farm Producer is now much more frequently in excess than in deficit. 

Even with this shift, both excess and deficit are reduced. With deficit being reduced considerably 

more due not only to the shift but also due to the reduction in the average imbalance. 

In Figure 5.9, the comparison between the DAM physical notification, and both the 

production with and without the application of the BESS is presented. When the BESS system is 

activated, it makes the production converge with the DAM physical notification. Due to the limits 
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the battery is subject to, it is not able to correct every imbalance and as such, this new production 

curve still mostly follows the unadjusted production curve.  

 

Figure 5.9 - Comparison of the employed DAM physical notification and both productions, with or 

without the BESS, for the week between the 26th of February and the 4th of March of 2018. 

5.2.2.5. Overall Strategy Comparison 

The different strategies are compared in order to access which one would be the best fitting. 

In Tables 5.20 and 5.21 the overall results are presented.  

Table 5.20 - Overall strategy comparison for the year of 2018 in France. 
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Table 5.21 - Overall strategy comparison for the year of 2018 in France.  

 

Taking the above results into consideration, it was determined that the preferred imbalance 

mitigation strategy is the participation in the intraday market. It permits an imbalance cost 

reduction of 28.47 k€ and while this is not as large as the reduction caused by the application of 

the BESS (79,81 k€), it needs to be mentioned that the implementation of a BESS system has a 

considerable investment cost that lowers the desirability of this solution. The provision of 

Balancing Services represents a comparable cost to the participation in the intraday (1,64 k€), but 

this strategy has drawbacks, intraday participation has virtually no cost of implementation, while 

generators need to be approved for the provision of balancing services.  

5.2.3. Poland 

5.2.3.1. Base Case (DAM Participation) 

Just like in France, the base case is the total imbalance cost incurred on the portfolio for the 

entire year of 2018 when applied to the Polish system when only considering the participation in 

the DAM. Hourly periods are used in the Polish market. The Polish imbalance settlement 

mechanism is based on a single pricing mechanism as such there is only a single imbalance price 

applied to both directions of imbalance. It should be mentioned that the currency used in Poland 

is the Polish Złoty, the currency was converted using the exchange rate of the 18th of April of 2019 

and the results are presented in Euros. 

The Imbalance price is compared with the DAM price as in expression (5.24). 

𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡 − 𝐷𝐴𝑀𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡  (5.24) 

The total imbalance cost can then be given as in expression (5.25) (in €). 

𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡2018 = ∑ (𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡

8760

𝑡=1

× 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡)  (5.25) 

The hourly periods change expression (5.10) slightly and this results in expression (5.26). 
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𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦𝐼𝑚𝑏𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡2018 =
𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡2018

∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡
8760
𝑡=1

 (5.26) 

The results obtained for the base case can be given in Table 5.22. 

Table 5.22 - Base Case Imbalance Cost for Poland in the year 2018. 

 

While the unitary price is a useful figure, the overall weighted average imbalance price is also 

presented for deviations in each direction in Table 5.23. 

Table 5.23 - Base Case Weighted Average Imbalance Price. 

EDPR wind farms in Poland are supported through a Quota and Green Certificate scheme. It 

is a market exposed mechanism and was used as the base of the analysis. GCs are issued 

considering the metered production of a wind farm, as such, strategies involving the intentional 

reduction of production are not economically viable. 

5.2.3.2. Balancing Service Provision 

Considering the description of the balancing services for Poland (given in section 4.6.4.1) the 

participation was considered for Replacement Reserve (Operating Reserve in Poland).  

• FCR: in Poland this mechanism is a mandatory service for large conventional generators, 

and as such is not suited for the participation of Wind Generation. Very little volume is 

activated per BSP, this also makes it unsuitable as an imbalance reduction measure. 

• aFRR: This service is contracted similarly to FCR. 

• RR: the participation of generators not under contract is done on the day ahead at 14:30 

and done symmetrically. While this is not ideal, it still represents the best option for wind 

participation on the provision of balancing services in Poland. 

Wind generators are currently not allowed to participate in the provision of these services, as 

such the Polish regulation does not account for it. Accordingly, the rules applying to conventional 

generators were applied to the virtual portfolio as a hypothetical participation scenario. The 
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participation in the RR market was analysed following these considerations. The provision of this 

service is remunerated on a marginal basis. 

Concidering the best strategy found, in every period the offers are defined following the 

diagram in Figure 5.10. For every period the forecasted imbalance is calculated through 

expression (5.11). The 14:00 forecast is used as it is the forecast available the closest to the gate 

closure at 14:30. 

If this expected imbalance is under 1 MWh in absolute value then no offer is made for this 

period, as this is the minimum accepted bid size. Due to the way the penalties are levied in Poland, 

offers up to 1,5% of the installed capacity (2.4 MW) are not subject to penalties and so offers 

were limited to this value. The reserve market requires symetrical bids, these are made by 

mirroring the expected imbalance, limited to the aforementioned value.  

 

Figure 5.10 - Strategy used to define the offer for each period. 
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The bids were considered accepted if the activated volume for a given reserve was at least 10 

MWh. After the bids were set, the revenues from the participation in the various services were 

calculated for each period, this was done through expression (5.14) and the costs calculated using 

expressions (5.15) and (5.16). 

The failure to deliver a balancing service bid after its acceptance will result in a penalty in 

addition to the cost already incurred in the imbalance settlement mechanism. These penalties are 

divided in three categories, these are:  

• If the delivery deviation falls under 1,5% of the generator’s installed capacity, the penalty 

is 0. 

• If this deviation falls between 1,5% and 3% of the installed capacity the penalties are 

given by expression (5.27). 

𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑡 = 𝑉𝑑𝑡 × 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡  (5.27) 

• If the deviation is superior to 3% of the installed capacity, then the penalties are given 

by expression (5.28). 

𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑡 = 2 × 𝑉𝑑𝑡 × 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡  (5.28) 

Vd is determined in a similar way to the French system, being at most the total amount of 

offered energy. It is calculated following expression (5.18). 

The total revenue for the participation in the provision of operating reserve is calculated as 

shown in expression (5.29). 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠2018 = ∑ 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡

8760

𝑡=1

 (5.29)  

The application of the strategy results in a final physical notification for the periods where 

offers are activated and depends on the direction of the activation. An upwards activation 

increases the FPN when compared to the original and a downwards activation decreases the FPN 

as indicated in expression (5.30). 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡 = 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 ± 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑡  (5.30)  

Using the updated FPNs a new imbalance is calculated for each trading period, following 

expression (4.1) and the new imbalance cost for the application of the strategy is calculated 

through expression (5.24).  

Finally, the total imbalance cost was obtained through expression (5.25), adding the new 

imbalance cost to the revenues from the participation in the provision of RR. 
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The provision of RR in a symmetrical fashion was the only analysed balancing service 

provision strategy for Poland. This is due to the fact that, from an economic standpoint, as 

previously mentioned it is not viable to reduce production. The participation in aFRR is not 

possible to analyse either, as the regulated tariff is set by the TSO for each individual generator.  

The results of its provision are presented in Table 5.24. 

Table 5.24 - Imbalance Cost for the participation in the provision of RR. 

 

This result is broken down in Table 5.25.  

Table 5.25 - Breakdown of the Imbalance Cost for the provision of RR. 

 

If only the updated physical notification is considered, the imbalance cost increases once 

again (8,12 k€ when compared with the DAM physical notification). This situation is similar to 

the French market, even if the overall imbalance decreases, the shift is in the direction of more 

unfavourable pricing. Even if there is a single imbalance price, the weighted averages are 

presented for the situations the producer is in excess and in deficit. These averages are compared 

with the base case in Table 5.26. Once the revenues from the provision of RR are considered it 

results in an overall 18,44 k€ reduction in the imbalance cost. 

Table 5.26 - Weighted average imbalance price comparison. 

 

From the application of this strategy there was an increase in both weighted averages when 

compared with the base case, this results in a reduced excess cost and an increased deficit cost. 
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The latter outweighs the former and this leads to the slight increase in imbalance cost with the 

updated physical notification. Further details are presented in Table 5.27. 

 

Table 5.27 - Data relating to the provision of RR. 

 

Activated hours are hours where the producer is able to provide energy in the direction the 

TSO requests. As bids are symmetrical there are many periods the producer is not able to provide 

reserve in the requested direction, this would result in a penalty. However, as the bid volume was 

limited to 2,4 MW (1,5% of the generator’s installed capacity) even if the producer was in a 

situation of incorrect delivery, no penalty is levied. The overall impact of this strategy is presented 

in table 5.28. 

Table 5.28 - Overall impact of the application of the best strategy on the imbalance. 
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Coincidentally there is no shift in the imbalance and there is the same number of hours in 

excess and in deficit. This can in part be attributed to the low amount of energy activated in each 

period (Table 5.28). In terms of the total imbalance, a reduction was observed as both the excess 

and deficit amounts are slightly decreased.  

As the Polish balancing market has its gate closure at 14:30, latest forecast is available at 

14:00 this is not a sufficient amount of time to significantly alter the forecast used for the DAM. 

As both forecasts are similar, the expected imbalance is slight, the difference between both 

forecasts is only marginal. This results in bids being made less frequently, as these are limited 

between 1 MWh and 2,4 MWh. For this reason, the impact of this strategy is slight. 

In Figure 5.11, the periods where RR is provided can be seen. Due to the low volume of 

activation, only a few changes are observable. In these periods where a bid is activated, the 

physical notification moves slightly closer to the production, marginally reducing the error.  

 

Figure 5.11 - Comparison of the employed DAM physical Notification with the FPN caused by RR 

provision for the week between the 26th of February and the 4th of March of 2018. 

5.2.3.3. Intraday Market Participation 

Just like the French market, the Polish IDM is a similarly structured continuous market. Offers 

have the same minimum of 0,1 MWh limit and were only considered accepted if the market 
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liquidity was at least 10 MWh for that period. The weighted average price was also used for each 

hour.  

Unlike the balancing market, the participation in the intraday market allows the use of a more 

up to date forecast.  

The strategies analysed for the participation in the Polish IDM are identical to those used in 

the French IDM, offering the forecasted excess for sale and offering to purchase the forecasted 

deficit. There is only a slight alteration to expression (5.23), as the polish market is traded for in 

hourly periods as shown in expression (5.31). 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠2018 = ∑ 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡

8760

𝑡=1

 (5.31)  

After the final physical notification for each period is obtained, the total imbalance costs were 

calculated for the participation in both aforementioned strategies. Either making offers regardless 

of the IDM price or only making offers if the price was superior to the DAM price. Results for 

both strategies are presented in Table 5.29. 

Table 5.29 - Imbalance cost for both participation strategies. 

It can be observed that participating in the intraday market while guaranteeing a spread is the 

better strategy. Both results are broken down below, starting with the participation regardless of 

price (Table 5.30). 

Table 5.30 - Imbalance cost breakdown for the first strategy. 

 

Solely updating the PN would result in a gain of 36,7 k€ when compared to the DAM strategy. 

However, the sale and purchase of electricity on the IDM results in a cost of 7.7 k€. As a result 

of this, the final result of this strategy is a gain of 29,0 k€.  

For the second strategy, results are broken down in Table 5.31.  
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Table 5.31 - Imbalance cost breakdown for the second strategy. 

 

This strategy would lead to a slight 4,83 k€ gain when compared to the DAM strategy if no 

revenues were considered. Coupled with the guaranteed spread through the participation in the 

IDM a revenue of 33,07 k€ is obtained. The final result of this strategy is a gain of 38,05 k€.  

In both cases there is a decrease in the imbalance cost before the revenue is considered. 

However, as participating regardless of the price leads to a greater number of periods having their 

physical notification adjusted, this strategy presents the more accurate FPN. Only after 

considering the revenue is the second strategy preferable. This is illustrated by the weighted 

average imbalance price for both directions of deviation, as shown in Table 5.32. 

Table 5.32 - Weighed average imbalance price comparison. 

 

 

The results of the best strategy (strategy 2) are further broken down in Table 5.33. The low 

level of market liquidity, added to the fact a spread is guaranteed, results in offers only being 

accepted for 1314 hours, this corresponds to 15,0% of the total periods. Energy was purchased in 

more periods, this is expected as the system tended to be more frequently in deficit than in excess. 

Nevertheless, the total deficit increased slightly, as the hours where the spread is guaranteed 

increase cause a shift towards a bigger deficit. Energy was sold at a premium when compared to 

the DAM price. It was also purchased at a higher price than the DAM price although the spread 

was slight. This being the main reason its total revenues come mainly from the sale of energy. 

Table 5.33 - Breakdown of the best IDM strategy. 
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The overall effects on the imbalance are presented in Table 5.34. 

Table 5.34 - Overall impact of the application of the best strategy on the imbalance. 

 

The Wind Farm Producer is now in an even more unbalanced position. The time the producer 

is in deficit slightly increased. Because of this, the total amount of excess decreases and the 

amount of deficit increases. Consequently, the total amount of imbalance diminishes, this can be 

explained by the fact that the average amount of excess reduction is much superior to the amount 

the deficit increases. There is, however, a marginal reduction in the average deficit as well, 

although the added periods cause an overall increase. 

Figure 5.12 presents the comparison between the DAM physical notification and the final 

physical notification that occurs after the participation in the IDM. Due to the relatively low 

amount of traded volume, a few periods of activation can be observed, although this happens less 

frequently then the case of France, where greater liquidity and the different strategy led to more 

frequent transactions.  
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Figure 5.12 - Comparison of the employed DAM physical Notification with the FPN caused by IDM 

participation for the week between the 26th of February and the 4th of March of 2018. 

5.2.3.4. Storage System Application 

The process for the BESS analysis stays the same as for the French market, the new adjusted 

production was applied to the Polish system. The results for the different battery sizes are shown 

in Table 5.35. 

Table 5.35 - Imbalance Cost for the application of the different storage system sizes. 

 

Just like in the French system, larger systems lead to higher reductions in imbalance cost. The 

application of a storage system with 5% of the installed capacity has a slight effect, improving 

the total imbalance cost by 4,63 k€. The application of a system with 25% of the installed capacity 

has a noticeable effect, improving the total imbalance cost by 26,60 k€. Comparing the other two 

simulated capacities with the base case they represent an increase of 42,87 k€ and 59,37 k€ for 

the 50% capacity and 75% capacity systems respectively. 
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The same strategy was used, the biggest increase in revenue was charted, and that size was 

deemed the most beneficial, this corresponded to the 40,5 MW battery once again. This graph is 

presented in Figure 5.13. 

 

Figure 5.13 - Increase in revenue for each simulated raise in capacity level. 

The battery system is the same and it is applied to the same virtual wind farm. Consequently, 

the results are the same as for the French market analysis. They are presented again in Table 5.36. 

Table 5.36 - Breakdown of the best BESS strategy. 

The overall effects on the imbalance are presented in Table 5.37. 
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Table 5.37 - Overall impact of the application of the best strategy on the imbalance. 

The same shift seen in the French simulation reappears, shifting the general position from one 

that was more frequently in deficit to one that is more frequently is excess. The BESS is called to 

produce and absorb energy for the same periods and as such, its behaviour is the same for both 

countries, as presented in Figure 5.9. 

5.2.3.5. Overall Strategy Comparison 

The different strategies developed for the Polish case are compared in order to access which 

one would be the preferable. In Tables 5.38 and 5.39 the overall results are presented.  

Table 5.38 - Overall strategy comparison for the year of 2018 in Poland. 

 

Table 5.39 - Overall strategy comparison for the year of 2018 in Poland.  

 

Taking the above results into consideration, it was determined that the preferred imbalance 

mitigation strategy is the participation in the intraday market. It permits an imbalance cost 

reduction of 19.61 k€. The application of the BESS is not as beneficial as in France, as in a single 
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pricing scenario, the reduction of the imbalance should not be the main goal. In this type of 

imbalance settlement mechanism, having an imbalance that reduces the overall system imbalance 

is the preferable position to be in.  The provision of Balancing Services represents a comparable 

cost to the participation in the intraday market (18,44 k€), but this strategy is not currently feasible 

for Poland. It is also a hypothetical scenario that does not consider any penalties due to the polish 

regulation not accounting for the participation of wind generators in the provision of these 

services. For this to be possible, the gate closure needs to be pushed further into the intraday as a 

way to allow the use of better more accurate forecasts, and reserve directions need to be 

disaggregated.  

5.2.4. UK 

5.2.4.1. Base Case (DAM Participation) 

As in the other two countries, the base case is the total imbalance cost caused by the 

participation in the British DAM for the year of 2018. A single pricing mechanism is used in the 

UK, and half hourly periods are used for trades and for the settlement. It should be mentioned that 

the currency used in the UK is the Pound Sterling, the currency was converted using the exchange 

rate of the 24th of April of 2019 and the results are presented in Euros. 

The Imbalance price is compared with the DAM price just like in Poland, as in expression 

(5.24). Although the way the total imbalance cost is calculated changes slightly due to the half 

hourly periods, this is shown in expression (5.32) (in €): 

𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡2018 = ∑ (𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡

17520

𝑡=1

× 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡)  (5.32) 

The unitary imbalance cost is determined through expression (5.10). The results obtained for 

the base case are given in Table 5.40. 

Table 5.40 - Base Case Imbalance Cost for Poland in the year 2018. 

 

The overall weighted average imbalance price is also presented for deviations in each 

direction in Table 5.41. 
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Table 5.41 - Base Case Weighted Average Imbalance Price. 

EDPR wind farms in the UK are supported through a CfD scheme. As such, this support 

scheme was the one considered as the base of the analysis. The premium is attributed for each 

unit of metered production of a wind farm, as such, strategies involving the intentional reduction 

of production are not economically viable. 

5.2.4.2. Balancing Service Provision 

Considering the description of the balancing services for the UK (given in section 4.6.5.1), 

participation was considered for the balancing market mechanism.  

• Mandatory and Firm Frequency Response: Due to the monthly tendering process, 

these services are not suited for wind participation. 

• Enhanced Frequency Response: The required response time is only suited for the 

participation of energy storage systems, as it is too short for the response time of wind 

farms. 

• Fast Reserve: All requirements except for the minimum bid size are suited for wind 

integration. A minimum 50 MW of capacity per bid is unviable as in periods of low load 

factor the production may not be sufficient, even if no production was offered in the 

DAM. 

• STOR: Most of the requirements are suited to the participation of wind generation. 

However, the fact that it is contracted for a 4-month duration in tenders and the fact it 

must be sustained for at least 2 hours, make it unsuitable for its provision by wind farms. 

• Balancing Mechanism: The balancing mechanism is structured in a way that is very 

accessible for wind participation. The fact that bids can be made up to one hour prior to 

gate closure and can be disaggregated in both directions makes it the best choice for the 

UK. 

The balancing mechanism in the UK is remunerated in a marginal way, as the bid data is 

publicly available, the weighted average price was used for each one of the periods. 

Concidering the best strategy found, in every period the offers are defined following the 

diagram in Figure 5.14. For every period the forecasted imbalance is calculated through 
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expression (5.11). The intraday forecast is used as it is the forecast available the closest to every 

gate closure. 

This is the expected ammount of imbalance at delivery time. If this expected imbalance is 

under 0,1 MWh in absolute value then no offer is made for this period, as this is the minimum 

accepted bid size. Bids can be submitted up to one hour before delivery, this means that the bid 

is only sent if the metered imbalance follows the conditions set in with expressions (5.33) and 

(5.34), for excess and deficit respectively: 

0 < 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡−2 +  𝐿𝑖𝑚  (5.33) 

0 > 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡−2 −  𝐿𝑖𝑚  (5.34) 

In these expressions Lim is a variable that defines the acceptable range in witch the imbalance 

of the previous hour may be so the offer still is made.  This variable was later optimized so as to 

maximise the benefit from the participation in the different services and its value was determined 

as 1.06 MWh. Due to the way penalties are levied in the UK, the provision of downwards reserve 

was not profitable for the virtual portfolio if the same strategy that was applied to France was 

used here. After analysing the behaviour of other wind farms participating in the balancing 

market, it was observed that these producers only offer to reduce their production for very 

negative values, ensuring a very large spread. Due to this, downward offers were only made if a 

certain guaranteed spread was achieved, as a way of mitigating the number of hours penalised. 

This limit was later optimized and the guaranteed spread was determined as 170 £. Bids in the up 

direction are not limited and as such this guaranteed spread is given as the weighted average for 

that period (this might be negative).  
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Figure 5.14 - Strategy used to define the offer for each period. 

The bids were considered accepted if the activated volume for a given reserve was at least 10 

MWh. After the bids were set, the revenues from the participation in the balancing market were 

calculated for each period, using expression (5.35), a penalty can only be levied for one direction 
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at a period, as the balancing offer is only accepted in one direction in the same period. The costs 

were calculated using expressions (5.15) and (5.16). 

𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡 = (𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑡 × 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑡) − 𝑈𝑝𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑡 − 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑡  (5.35) 

The failure to deliver a balancing bid after its acceptance, will result in a penalty in addition 

to the cost already incurred in the imbalance settlement mechanism. For the UK, these penalties 

are given separately for both directions using expressions (5.36) and (5.37). 

𝑈𝑝𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑡 = 𝑉𝑑𝑡 × 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑈𝑝𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐵𝑖𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡 − 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡; 0)  (5.36) 

𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦𝑡 = 𝑉𝑑𝑡 × 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐵𝑖𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡 − 𝐼𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡; 0)  (5.37) 

Vd is determined in a similar way to the both previous countries, being at most the total 

amount of offered energy. It is calculated following expression (5.18). 

The total revenues for the participation in the provision of operating reserve are calculated as 

shown in expression (5.19). The physical notification is then updated through expression (5.20), 

after the new imbalances are calculated for each period using expression (4.1). 

Finally, the total imbalance cost was obtained through expression (5.25), adding the new 

imbalance cost to the revenues from the participation in the balancing market. 

For the UK several strategies were analysed, the same strategy used in France and described 

on the diagram in section 5.2.2.2 was applied to the balancing market. The strategy described in 

this section was also analysed. Finally, a similar strategy to the previous one was studied, but in 

this case, there was no Lim variable used, the offer was made only if the metered imbalance in the 

previous hour had the same direction as the expected imbalance for the current period. This 

resulted in a more restrictive approach. The results for these different strategies are presented in 

Table 5.42. 

Table 5.42 - Imbalance Cost for the three strategies based on the participation in the Balancing 

Mechanism. 

As previously mentioned, the best strategy is the participation in the balancing market while 

guaranteeing a significant spread in the provision of downwards balancing bids. The result of the 

best strategy is further broken down in Table 5.43.  
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Table 5.43 - Breakdown of the Imbalance Cost for the participation in the BM. 

If only the updated physical notification is considered, the imbalance cost increases (22,87 k€ 

when compared with the DAM physical notification). Just as in Poland, the weighted averages 

are presented for the situations the producer is in excess and in deficit. These averages are 

compared with the base case in Table 5.44. Once the revenues from the participation in the BM 

are considered it results in an overall 6,76 k€ reduction in the imbalance cost, shifting it towards 

a worse imbalance cost of 45,43 k€ overall. 

Table 5.44 - Weighted average imbalance price comparison. 

 

From the application of this strategy, the weighted average imbalance price decreased when 

in excess and increased when in deficit. This results in an increased imbalance cost. Further details 

are presented in Table 5.45. 
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Table 5.45 - Data relating to the participation in the BM. 

As expected from the application of the downward price limit, bids are almost exclusively 

activated in the upwards direction. This results in a significant increase in the total amount deficit. 

The producer is now even more imbalanced, although there is an overall decrease in the total 

imbalance, the shift towards this more imbalanced position negatively impacts the performance 

of the strategy. The overall impact of this strategy is presented in table 5.46. 

Table 5.46 - Overall impact of the application of the best strategy on the imbalance. 

 

The number of hours in each situation is now less balanced. The amount of average excess 

decreases, reducing the total by 1,5%. There is a slight reduction in the average deficit but does 

not outweigh the increase in frequency of this direction of imbalance and the deficit increases by 

1,1%. As a result, the overall imbalance increases. 

In figure 5.15, the periods where balancing bids are activated can be observed.  Every time 

once is activated, the physical notification is updated and moves closer to the actual production. 
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One of the few periods where a downward bid is activated can also be seen, it can then be 

concluded that the difference between the DAM and the downward balancing price for downward 

bids during the period was at least 170 £/MWh. 

 

Figure 5.15 - Comparison of the employed DAM physical Notification with the FPN caused by BM 

participation for the week between the 26th of February and the 4th of March of 2018. 

5.2.4.3. Intraday Market Participation 

Just like IDMs of the previously analysed countries, the UK IDM is a similarly structured 

continuous market. Offers have the same minimum 0,1 MWh limit and were only considered 

accepted if the market liquidity was at least 10 MWh for that period. The weighted average price 

was also used for each hour.  

The strategies analysed for the participation in the British IDM are identical to those used in 

the French IDM, offering the forecasted excess for sale and offering to purchase the forecasted 

deficit. The total revenues are given by expression (5.23) as periods are half hourly just as in 

France. 

After the final physical notification for each period is obtained, the total imbalance costs were 

calculated for the participation in both strategies. Either making offers regardless of the IDM price 

or only making offers if the price was superior to the DAM price. Results for both strategies are 

presented in Table 5.47. 
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Table 5.47 - Imbalance cost for both participation strategies 

It can be observed that participating in the intraday market while guaranteeing a spread is the 

better strategy. Both results are broken down below, starting with participation regardless of price 

(Table 5.48). 

Table 5.48 - Imbalance cost breakdown for the first strategy. 

 

Solely updating the PN would result in a gain of 34,91 k€ when compared to the DAM 

strategy. However, the sale and purchase of electricity on the IDM results in a cost of 13.26 k€. 

Consequently, the result of this strategy is a gain of 21,65 k€. Once again, the updated forecast is 

more accurate and reduces the imbalance cost considerably. Just like in the other countries in 

order to update the forecast in every possible period, a cost is incurred. 

For the second strategy, results are broken down in Table 5.49. 

Table 5.49 - Imbalance cost breakdown for the second strategy. 

 

This strategy would lead to a slight 11,43 k€ loss when compared to the DAM strategy if no 

revenues were considered. Coupled with the guaranteed spread through the participation in the 

IDM a considerable revenue of 335,58 k€ is obtained. The result of this strategy is a gain of 324,15 

k€. In this case, the updated PN moves the system’s imbalance marginally into a more 

unfavourable position when compared to the system imbalance. This is counteracted by the large 

income guaranteed by the spread and results in a very beneficial strategy. 

The weighted average imbalance price for both directions of deviation, as shown in Table 

5.50. 
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Table 5.50 - Weighed average imbalance price comparison. 

 

The results of the best strategy (strategy 2) are further broken down in Table 5.51. Unlike the 

polish market, there is a high amount market liquidity. However due to the fact a spread is 

guaranteed, this results in offers being accepted for 4171,5 hours, this corresponds to 47,6% of 

the total periods. Energy was purchased in more periods, this is expected as the system tended to 

be more frequently in deficit than in excess. Nevertheless, the total excess increased slightly, as 

the hours were the spread is guaranteed shift the bias towards the other direction. Energy was sold 

at a premium when compared to the DAM price. It was also purchased at a higher price than the 

DAM price, the spread being superior in this case. The total revenues from the IDM participation 

are fairly balanced, a large amount of income is generated in both directions. 

Table 5.51 - Breakdown of the best IDM strategy. 

 

The overall effects on the imbalance are presented in Table 5.52. 
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Table 5.52 - Overall impact of the application of the best strategy on the imbalance. 

 

The Wind Farm Producer is now in a more balanced position. The time the producer is in 

deficit is decreased. The total amount of both imbalances decreases with the total amount of 

excess decreasing even if the system is more frequently in this position. This can be explained by 

the decrease in the average amount of excess. Additionally, the total amount of deficit also 

diminishes.  

Figure 5.16 compares the DAM physical notification and the final physical notification that 

occurs after the participation in the IDM. Several periods of updated PNs can be observed, 

although this happens less frequently then the case of France, it happens more frequently than in 

Poland. In this case, the market liquidity is not as high as France, but it is much closer to this level 

than Poland. Even with the application of a somewhat restrictive strategy, there was a 

considerable volume of trades. 
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Figure 5.16 - Comparison of the employed DAM physical Notification with the FPN caused by IDM 

participation for the week between the 26th of February and the 4th of March of 2018. 

5.2.4.4. Storage System Application 

The process for the BESS analysis stays the same as for both previously analysed markets, 

the new adjusted production was applied to the British system, the results for the different battery 

sizes are shown in Table 5.53. 

Table 5.53 - Imbalance Cost for the application of the different storage system sizes. 

 

Just like in the previously observed cases, larger systems lead to higher reductions in 

imbalance cost. Although this time this strategy always leads to a worse overall imbalance cost 

than the DAM participation. This can be explained by the fact that it is a single price imbalance 

settlement mechanism. The original PN leaves the producer in a very favourable position. For this 

reason, reducing the imbalance may lead to a situation where there is a loss of revenue from 

helping the system keep its balance. The application of a storage system with 5% of the installed 

capacity leads to a loss of 21,01 k€. The application of a system with 25% results in a negligible 
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effect when compared with the 5% BESS resulting in a loss of 19,20 k€. Comparing the other two 

simulated capacities with the base case they represent a loss of 18,39 k€ and 0,34 k€ for the 50% 

capacity and 75% capacity systems respectively. Even the largest battery size is not able to 

compensate the shift towards an unfavourable position, with the amount of imbalance it reduces. 

The same strategy was used, the biggest increase in revenue was charted, and that size was 

deemed the most beneficial, this corresponded to the 121,5 MW battery. This graph is presented 

in Figure 5.17. 

 

Figure 5.17 - Increase in revenue for each simulated raise in capacity level. 

The best battery system is the largest one available and it is applied to the same virtual wind 

farm. The results pertaining to the BESS are presented in Table 5.54.  

Table 5.54 - Breakdown of the best BESS strategy. 

The overall effects on the imbalance are presented in Table 5.55.  
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Table 5.55 - Overall impact of the application of the best strategy on the imbalance. 

The same shift is seen, the general position moves from one that was more frequently in deficit 

to one that is more frequently is excess. However, this time, the magnitude of the imbalance is 

reduced much more significantly. The amount of excess is reduced by close to a quarter and the 

amount of deficit being reduced by over half. The effects of the battery are noticeable and can be 

observed in Figure 5.18. The production closely follows the physical notification for several 

periods. 

 

Figure 5.18 - Comparison of the employed DAM physical notification and both productions, with or 

without the BESS, for the week between the 26th of February and the 4th of March of 2018. 
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5.2.4.5. Overall Strategy Comparison 

The different strategies are compared in order to access which one would be the preferable. 

In Tables 5.56 and 5.57 the overall results are presented. 

Table 5.56 - Overall strategy comparison for the year of 2018 in the UK. 

  

Table 5.57 - Overall strategy comparison for the year of 2018 in the UK. 

 

Taking the above results in to consideration, it was determined that the preferred imbalance 

mitigation strategy is the participation in the intraday market. It permits an imbalance cost 

reduction of 324.15 k€ turning the imbalance settlement cost into a revenue. The application of 

the BESS is even less beneficial than in Poland, actually being detrimental in this case. In a single 

pricing scenario, the reduction of the imbalance is not the priority, but the shift from a position 

that aggravates the overall system imbalance to one that reduces this imbalance. The participation 

on the balancing market represents an even more unfavourable scenario. Every strategy resulted 

in an increase in the imbalance and this increase did not help the system.  

5.2.5. Overall Market Comparison 

As a way of comparing the different countries, in Tables 5.58-5.60 below the base case along 

with the best strategy and the improvement caused by each of these are presented.  
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Table 5.58 - Best strategy for the year of 2018 in France. 

 

Table 5.59 - Best strategy for the year of 2018 in Poland. 

 

Table 5.60 - Best strategy for the year of 2018 in the UK. 

In all three cases the preferred strategy was the participation in the IDM, although for France 

the best choice was to participate regardless of the price just as a way of updating the forecast. In 

the other two countries, the best option was to guarantee a spread in these transactions.  

In France, a dual pricing country, as the imbalance is penalized regardless of the direction, 

the better the forecast the better the performance, the applied strategy permits the use of the most 

up to date forecast due to the elevated number of concluded transactions. The application of a 

storage system is of great benefit to such a country, as there is no better way of reducing the 

imbalance, these systems come at a great cost and as such this strategy was not chosen. As for the 

provision of balancing services, it is a suitable strategy although due to the reduced market 

liquidity and the magnitude of the levied penalties it is not preferred over the IDM participation. 
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However, the market structure in France is very suitable for Wind participation and as forecasting 

techniques improve, they may be a viable alternative in the near future.  

When it comes to Poland, a single pricing country, the better forecast may not always result 

in the highest reduction of the imbalance cost, as deviating in the direction is more favourable to 

the system can lead to increased revenues, or at least to decreased costs. Due to this reason, the 

participation in the IDM while guaranteeing a spread is the preferable strategy. The updated 

forecast in these periods may allow for a reduction in the imbalance and compounded by the 

revenue earned in the IDM it constitutes the best strategy. The balancing market used for the 

provision of RR in Poland is not suited for the participation of intermittent renewables, a near 

perfect scenario was considered and even so it was not preferable to the participation in the IDM. 

As previously mentioned, the application of BESSs in single pricing countries is not ideal, as the 

main objective should be the shift from an unfavourable position towards one that helps the 

system. The reduction of the imbalance is not as critical as in dual pricing systems. 

The UK presents a system fairly similar to the Polish one, and in this case the initial imbalance 

of the virtual portfolio when applied to the British system was already very favourable. For this 

reason, the main objective was not the reduction of the imbalance, but the maximization of the 

income from the application of the different strategies. The participation in the IDM allowed for 

a large revenue while only slightly shifting the imbalance towards a more unfavourable position, 

this made it the preferred strategy. The participation in the balancing market presents very suitable 

conditions, although with the used forecast and employed strategies it resulted in an increase in 

the imbalance cost, it remains a viable option and demonstrates that Wind Farms are capable of 

providing these services when the conditions are beneficial. The application of a BESS is similar 

to the Polish case, it is better suited for dual pricing countries.  

Even though the intraday market, IDM, remains the preferred strategy, the other two options 

remain viable and promising. In the case of balancing service provision, as the market structures 

adapt to a higher share of renewables, the benefits associated with this strategy will improve. As 

for the application of energy storage, as costs drop its viability increases, especially in dual pricing 

countries. 
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6.1. Conclusions 

Through both the qualitative analysis of the balancing regulation of multiple European 

countries and through the quantitative analysis of the obtained simulation results, some 

conclusions can be drawn. 

When it comes to the structure of a country’s imbalance settlement mechanism, dual pricing 

schemes result in larger costs for wind producers. Furthermore, this type of structure leads to 

considerable pressure to reduce the producer’s imbalance without considering the system as a 

whole. Conversely, single pricing schemes have the benefit of promoting the reduction of the total 

system imbalance, as producers that help in the reduction of this imbalance are compensated for 

their help. Although both mechanism are suitable, single pricing mechanisms are preferred.  

The preferred strategy for the mitigation of the imbalance is the purchase and sale of 

electricity in the intraday market. This can be attributed to two main reasons. In the first place, 

the high amount of liquidity in most intraday markets results in more frequent possibilities for the 

update of the production forecast. In the second place, there is virtually no barrier to entry, as any 

generator already qualified to participate in the day-ahead market is able to participate in the 

intraday market. Continuous IDMs are preferred as they allow for the readjustment of a producer’s 

position up until very close to delivery time. 

Depending on the balancing and ancillary market structure of each country, the provision of 

these services might be a viable alternative to the participation in the IDM. However, these 

markets are currently subject to a set of limitations that negatively impact wind participation. 

These could be reduced through the modification of the regulation. Wind generation should be 

allowed to participate in the provision of these services or at least in some of them. The energy 

gate closure should be moved as close as possible to the delivery time, as this will allow using 

more accurate forecasts. Energy bids should be disaggregated from capacity bids so as to allow 

Chapter 6 -  Conclusions 
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the producers to submit their expected imbalances to these markets. Producers should be able to 

bid in a single direction as wind producers do not have the ability to execute symmetrical bids 

without curtailing production, thus incurring in revenue reductions. Finally, the levied penalties 

in the case of incorrect delivery should be adapted to this new scenario in which renewables 

represent a considerable share, as the producers are already penalised for this deviation on the 

imbalance settlement mechanism. As an added benefit, the participation of wind producers would 

lead to a reduction in the costs associated with the provision of these services. 

The application of storage systems for imbalance cost reduction is an interesting solution. It 

is best for the reduction of the total amount of imbalance and as such, are better suited for 

countries with dual pricing imbalance settlement mechanisms, such as France. Although the 

estimation of the cost associated with such a system is beyond the scope of this work, this cost is 

currently substantial. Technological advancements are expected to greatly reduce it. Once this 

comes to be, this strategy will certainly be a viable alternative, especially in dual pricing countries. 

6.2. Future Studies 

Throughout the development of this work several assumption or considerations were made in 

order to enable the elaboration of the analysis in the available time. However, from these 

simplifications, future study scenarios arise as a continuation of this project, or as other research 

related to imbalance cost mitigation. These are: 

• As forecast accuracy increases as the load factor increases, an analysis where the load 

factor is considered is an interesting topic. 

• The development of strategies that combine multiple of the individually analysed 

strategies, for example, participating in the intraday market when guaranteeing a spread, 

in the hours the intraday offers are not accepted, the imbalance could be used for the 

provision of balancing services. 

• A study of the costs associated with the implementation of the battery energy storage 

system as a way of determining how many years it would take for such an investment to 

break even. 

At the end of this work, we expect that the developed analysis and the obtained results and 

conclusions are useful for EDP Renováveis to whom I would like to thank for all the help, for the 

data that was provided and for the fruitful discussions held during the preparation of this Thesis. 
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